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A Word from Editor

The nation watched
enthralled as President
Pratibha Patil ﬂew in the
Su-30MKI—scripting
history and inspiring
the women aspiring to
become ﬁghter pilots

I

f an action is worth a thousand words, November
25, 2009 will go down in the annals of history as
the day on which India stood enthralled by the
message emanating from the country’s topmost
echelon. President Pratibha Patil was on our collective thoughts and earned the nation’s enduring
admiration for her unparalleled feat of flying the Su-30MKI
fighter aircraft—the first woman Supreme Commander of
India’s armed forces to do so. Fitted out in a G-Suit, the
President presented a picture of poise as she took to the
skies, ensconced in the rear seat of the aircraft, for the
30-minute sortie. “There was no apprehension, but there
was excitement. Practicing yoga also helped me and I also
followed the instructions given by the air force officials
carefully. I was, right from the beginning, very confident,”
she later enthused. The entire team at SP’s congratulates
the esteemed President and extends our warm admiration for her dauntless spirit that has no doubt inspired the
country’s aspiring women fighter pilots.
On a smaller, but nevertheless significant, measure,
SP’s also took immense pride in its debut flight on the Phenom 100. Soaking in the luxurious décor and sophisticated
environs of the business jet, one thought persisted: does
India have the facilities and infrastructure to support op-

HONOURED GUEST: JAMMU AND KASHMIR CHIEF MINISTER OMAR ABDULLAH
BROWSES THROUGH THE SP’S MILITARY YEARBOOK (LEFT) AND WITH THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF DURING A VISIT TO THE COMPANY’S STALL AT THE FOURTH
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ENERGIZING INDIAN AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
IN DELHI ON NOVEMBER 20 (REPORTS ON PAGES 7 & 8)

erations by such an aircraft? Perhaps not, but it’s time for
urgent remedial measures.
Urgency, meanwhile, is the buzzword for the Indian Air
Force (IAF)—a fact reinforced by Chief of the Air Staff Air
Chief Marshal P.V. Naik. “The IAF is transforming into a
potent strategic force... In the coming decade, the IAF envisions itself to be a modern force with cutting edge technologies that is flexible, adaptable and has strategic reach
to provide limitless options to India,” he assured us. An
echo of his optimism rang through the fourth International
Conference on Energizing Indian Aerospace Industry held
in the capital on November 19 and 20. A common consensus that emerged from the discussions revolved around
the need to develop indigenous capabilities and infrastructure for optimum utilisation of aerospace assets.
Elsewhere, the 11th edition of the Dubai Airshow
proved to be a resounding success despite premonitions of
economic doom—a welcome news of hope and resilience
for the aviation industry in these difficult times.

Jayant Baranwal

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
Issue 11 • 2009
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“The IAF is transforming into
a potent strategic force.”
—Air Chief Marshal P.V.
Naik, Chief of the Air Staff
FULL INTERVIEW...
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NewsWithViews

SU-30 OPERATIONS SUSPENDED TEMPORARILY

The entire fleet of the Indian Air Force (IAF) frontline fighter jets Sukhoi-30 MKI was grounded following a crash on Monday (November 30), an
official on Wednesday (December 2) said. “The Sukhoi fleet has been grounded for preliminary checks required after any crash. The fleet will be
airborne as and when the mandatory checks are complete,” said an IAF spokesperson. The Sukhoi-30 MKI, belonging to 31 Squadron based at the
IAF station in Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh, crashed southwest of Pokhran in Rajasthan at 5.30 pm Monday. The pilots, Wing Commander Srivastava
and Flight Lieutenant Arora, ejected safely.

VIEWS

ILLUSTRATION: MAMTA

I

nducted in 1996, the IAF operates six squadrons (105
aircraft) of Su-30MKIs, the most potent and lethal air
dominance fighter in its inventory. Current orders with
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) indicate the IAF
plans to build a fleet strength of up to 230 such aircraft valued at $9 billion (Rs 41,985 crore) by 2015, three years earlier
than originally planned. Delay
in the induction of the Tejas
Light Combat Aircraft or in the
decision by the government on
the procurement of the 126
Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft could compel the IAF
to seek further augmentation of
its fleet of combat aircraft with
additional Su-30MKIs.
During its brief tenure with
the IAF, the Su-30MKI has
emerged with flying colours
and has done the IAF proud
when pitted against the air
forces from the US, Britain and
France during international
air exercises. What is perhaps
most disconcerting is that the
Jaisalmer crash comes soon after President Pratibha Patil performed the extraordinary feat
of flying in an Su-30MKI. No
doubt, the Original Equipment
Manufacturer Sukhoi would
view the President’s flight as an
event of profound significance,
occurring as it did in the “India
Year in Russia” as also a reflection of the level of confidence
in Russian hardware, young
Indian women aspiring to be
combat pilots would certainly derive inspiration from this daring act. However, the issue plaguing the Indian mind is whether the President of India and the Supreme Commander of the
Armed Forces was exposed to unwarranted risk for the second
time (the first when former President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam performed a similar feat). What is likely to aggravate the IAF’s
discomfiture is that the approximately Rs 250-crore machine
that was lost was one of those manufactured at HAL, Nasik.
The accident, the second this year on the Su-30MKI, deals
another serious blow to the otherwise respectable air safety re-

cord established in its 13 years of service with the IAF. In April,
an Su-30MKI had gone down in the same area supposedly owing to failure of its sophisticated fly-by-wire system. Findings
of the Court of Inquiry were, however, not conclusive and many
among the operators believe that it was a design flaw that led
to inadvertent and incorrect operation of switches by one of
the pilots leading to the crash.
In the recent episode, the
two pilots reportedly ejected
when the warning lights indicated fire on both engines
simultaneously. The joint IndoRussian investigating agency
will hopefully reconstruct with
a fair degree of accuracy the
circumstances at the time of the
emergency and establish if at
all there was a fire or whether
it was merely a false alarm—
not unheard of on other twin
engine combat aircraft. In case
of engine fire, there is a high
probability of explosion and
disintegration in flight, seriously undermining the chances
of survival for the aircrew. For
this reason alone, aircrew must
act without dithering or delay.
Whenever the reason for
an accident in the IAF prima
facie is not clear, as a matter
of prudence, it is a practice
to temporarily suspend operations to enable concerned
agencies to establish the precise cause and recommend
remedial measures. Post the
April mishap, the Su-30MKI
fleet was grounded for three weeks. In the recent case, too,
the IAF has suspended operations to facilitate inspection of
the entire fleet and rectification of detected technical faults
to obviate the possibility of recurrence of fire or false alarm,
as the case may be. However, despite the precautionary
grounding, as fundamentally there is no doubt about the
reliability of the aircraft, the Su-30MKI fleet will continue to
be available for the national war effort should the situation
so warrant. SP
— Air Marshal (Retd) B.K. Pandey
Issue 11 • 2009
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MoD NOD FOR IAF TRAINERS

The Indian Air Force (IAF), whose training fleet is at present in a squeeze, has received the go ahead from the Ministry of Defence (MoD) to acquire, “off
the shelf”, 75 basic trainer aircraft. The ministry’s decision comes in response to an urgent call from the IAF for an ab initio trainer. After the Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) designed and manufactured Hindustan Piston Trainer-32 (HPT-32) was grounded last August, the force was left without an
aircraft of this class to train flight cadets. Official sources confirmed that the IAF will shortly issue a request for proposal (RFP) to a number of basic
turbo prop aircraft manufacturers in an effort to choose an appropriate trainer.

VIEWS

ILLUSTRATION: MAMTA

W

ith the grounding of the fleet of HPT-32 basic trainer
aircraft, triggered by a spate of accidents owing to
sudden engine stoppage in flight, the IAF appears
to be in a crisis to a large extent of its own making.
Either on the basis of a requirement projected by the IAF or on
its own initiative, HAL issued an RFI to six aircraft manufacturers abroad to explore options
for partnership to design and
develop a turboprop trainer
aircraft to replace the HPT-32.
HAL believes the new aircraft
designated as the Hindustan
Turbo Trainer (HTT)-40 can be
ready by 2015. The total order
is expected to be 200-plus for
the IAF and the Indian Navy.
Incidentally, two years ago,
HAL had reportedly offered to
develop a replacement for the
HPT-32 and deliver within six
years but as per HAL, there
was no response from the IAF.
Even as HAL scouts for a
partner to avoid the need to
‘reinvent the wheel’, there are
reports that the MoD has acquiesced to the proposal from the
IAF to acquire through outright
purchase 75 trainer aircraft to
tide over the crisis. Reports
claim the IAF plans to issue
RFP to the six manufacturers
with whom HAL is already in
dialogue. Reports in the media
do not indicate at any coordination between simultaneous
initiatives by the IAF and the
HAL notwithstanding the fact
that both the organisations are under the MoD. Action by the
IAF, therefore, could be construed to be an exercise designed
to bypass HAL and is perhaps a manifestation of the lack of
confidence in the capability of the Indian aerospace major to
deliver on fast track. It goes without saying that such a perception would be vehemently countered by HAL.
However, it is expected that the MoD would be in the process of evaluating the available options and, at some point in
time, the two organisations would be directed to synergise
their efforts and zero in on one manufacturer to acquire a few
6
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in fly-away condition and produce the rest in the country. For
obvious reasons, it would not be prudent to have trainers of
different types for the same stage of basic training. Collaboration would help HAL deliver in respectable time frame as also
provide an opportunity to break into the global market which
would have been extremely difficult if not impossible through
entirely indigenous effort.
Undoubtedly, replacing the
125-strong HPT-32 fleet is an
urgent requirement as basic
training appears to be in complete disarray. Plans for StageI training on Kiran aircraft is
unlikely to be sustainable as
these aircraft are not available in the required numbers.
Besides, progress with Hawk
production being tardy, the IAF
might be compelled to continue
Stage-III training on the Kiran
Mk-II, thus adversely affecting
plans to change over to all-jet
training. Efforts at immediate
outright purchase may not be
an easy option as the selected
OEM is unlikely to have adequate numbers available for
off-the-shelf delivery. Supply
of 75 aircraft may, therefore,
extend to four years or more
after orders are placed.
Besides, acquisition of
hardware under the Defence
Procurement Procedure is a
tedious and time consuming
process and, at a conservative
estimate, the sanction for procurement could well take over
two years at the very least. The IAF might be desperate, but the
bureaucracy is not. Leasing options could also be explored by
the IAF but once again, ready availability in adequate numbers
and condition of the machines could pose problems. The IAF’s
ambitions to induct the new trainer aircraft in two to three
years may, therefore, not be easy to realise. In the final analysis, the IAF may have no option but to accept a compromise
with full understanding of the risks involved and clear the HPT32 fleet for flying, at least for the interim. SP
— Air Marshal (Retd) B.K. Pandey
www.spsaviation.net
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INDIAN AEROSPACE

Home-Grown

Truths

The fourth International
Conference on Energizing
Indian Aerospace Industry
saw the best brains of the
industry voice their views in
a number of incisive sessions

PHOTOGRAPH: ABHISHEK / SP GUIDE PUBNS

N

OVEMBER 19 AND 20 WITNESSED a brainstorming vis-à-vis the country’s aerospace sector with
the spotlight firmly on effecting a strategic shift
from that of a buyer to a manufacturer and the
need to create an industrial structure. The platform was the
fourth International Conference on Energizing Indian Aerospace Industry organised by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the Centre for Air Power Studies in association with the Indian Air Force.
Best brains of the industry debated and attempted solutions in a number of incisive sessions spread across the
two-day event, beginning with the inaugural session that deliberated on the increased relevance of aerospace power to
national security, it being a critical component of national
power and an important strategic capability, to deal with
internal and external security issues. The CII encouraged
under its aegis potential entrepreneurs to set up industries
for manufacture and maintenance of aerospace components,
systems and materials and also appreciated the setting up of
the aerospace Special Economic Zone.
Delivering the key note address, Vice Chief of the Air
Staff Air Marshal P.K. Barbora put forth his views candidly.
“In the area of aerospace, we are still very weak. We need
to create aerospace related infrastructure,” the Air Marshal
said, adding, “India missed on the mid-level technology, so
we went in for outright direct purchase and the seller was
very happy. Partnerships and joint ventures are two magic
words for the India of tomorrow. Private sector must be allowed a free hand. You can’t tie them down. Also we must
open up export for them. They must be allowed a market of
their choice and not ours. India needs to take bold steps in
FDI policy for the defence sector.”
Discussing the Indian industry’s perspectives, the speakers
were unequivocal on the need for public-private partnership
to develop the required advanced technology. The Indian defence industry needs to improve in many ways, was a common
refrain. Emphasis was on the renewed role of Indian defence
industry which should also focus on other important areas like
design technology and data protocols rather than limiting itself
to just licensed productions. The Government of India’s revised
Defence Procurement Policy (DPP) has opened the gates for
Indian firms to join in the bidding for defence acquisitions. As
of now, in “Buy and Make” cases, Request for Proposal is issued
only to foreign vendors, who are required to transfer technology to the Indian defence industry, also called production
agency. The difference between the earlier and revised policy
is that the production and development by Indian industry will
be through transfer of technology and not through research
and development. So, it’s “Buy & Make Indian” now.
Challenges and opportunities in technology upgrades and
the emergence of a transparent policy framework by the gov-

ernment, and consequent infusion of foreign investment and
technology transfers, will have a favourable impact on the industry, tapping the great potential in the civil aviation sector
as well. The elements of aerospace power are considerable
funding, a very high technology base, very competent and
motivated people, well-endowed R&D infrastructure, efficient
industry with deep pockets and an operational feedback. For
a developing nation, India is fairly well-off on many counts.
But there is no denying the ‘technology gap’.
While on the subject of growing global engineering partnership, 70 per cent of R&D is being outsourced globally, collaborative and concurrent engineering is on the rise. Trends
in Indian aerospace power and the impact of recession on
it were also deliberated upon. The common consensus was
while the aerospace industry in India is undergoing dynamic changes, a disturbing trend is low R&D which needs to
improve by leaps and bounds.
Marshal of the Indian Air Force Arjan Singh, DFC released a report titled ‘Enhancing role of SMEs in Indian
Defence Industry’. Prepared by CII and Ernst & Young, the
report claims currently there are over 6,000 small and medium enterprises supplying around 20 to 25 per cent of
components and sub-assemblies to Defence Public Sector
Undertakings, Ordnance Factories, Defence Research and
Development Organisation and the armed forces.
While Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) aspires to be
among the top 20 global defence companies with a turnover
of $6 billion (Rs 28,050 crore) in the coming 10 years, this
would call for a three-fold increase in production requirements as the company at present holds the 34th position
with a turnover of $2 billion (Rs 9,345 crore). The growth in
India’s aviation sector will act as an opportunity for HAL to
meet its growth objectives. Admittedly, the two days provided
an insight into the aerospace industry and proved effective in
drawing the spotlight on the industry. SP
—By Sangeeta Saxena
Issue 11 • 2009
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INDIAN AEROSPACE

Get

REAL, Go Indigenous

In order to reduce dependence on imports, a shift in strategy is
needed towards building skills and infrastructure for engineering
and manufacturing in the aerospace sectors

A

S THE SECOND FASTEST GROWING economy in
the world, India’s quest to attain global economic status has spurred a parallel desire to attain
a higher degree of self-reliance in the aerospace
industry. Undeniably, in the changing economic
milieu, aerospace power will play a pre-dominant role in shaping the nation’s security posture.
Anticipating the change and in consonance with the emerging security scenario, the Indian Air Force (IAF) has adopted a
definitive strategic orientation in its doctrine and posture, with
ongoing plans to create capabilities to meet the challenges and
responsibilities of transcontinental dimensions. The civil aviation sector has also witnessed unprecedented growth in the
recent past. The requirements in terms of aircraft and infrastructure in the military and civil sector are indeed on a massive scale, with market projections indicating that India in the

the nation’s defence offset policy, the objective being to expand
the domestic aerospace and defence industrial base through
foreign investment and technology transfers, and also to enhance exports. For instance, the Request for Proposal for 126
Medium Multi-Role Combat Aircraft for the IAF, spelling out a
mandatory 50 per cent offset requirement was meant to give a
boost to the Indian defence industry. However, while the offset
requirement did trigger a flurry of activity, especially by the six
prospective foreign bidders who sealed joint ventures with domestic industry, doubts and confusions abound not only on the
capability of the domestic industry to absorb the offsets but,
also, on the modalities of executing the offset commitments.
The novel ‘offset’ concept was also a bit of a mystery for
the creators in the Ministry of Defence (MoD) who were trying
hard to unravel the various nuances and requirements. It was
indeed a period of learning for all concerned. To bridge the

PHOTOGRAPH: ABHISHEK / SP GUIDE PUBNS

PARTNERSHIPS AND JOINT VENTURES ARE TWO MAGIC
WORDS FOR THE INDIA OF TOMORROW. PRIVATE SECTOR
MUST BE ALLOWED A FREE HAND. YOU CAN’T TIE THEM
DOWN... INDIA NEEDS TO TAKE BOLD STEPS IN FDI POLICY
FOR THE DEFENCE SECTOR. ADDITIONALLY, OFFSETS OBLIGATION
SHOULD BE INSTRUMENTAL IN INVITING TECHNOLOGY TO INDIA.
—AIR MARSHAL P.K. BARBORA, VICE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF

coming two decades will need $130 billion (Rs 6,07,060 crore)
worth of aircraft alone, both commercial and military.
However, while India may have created the demand, can
the country generate matching technologies and manufacturing capabilities? It is on this front that India will face enormous
challenges. In order to meet its goal of reducing dependence on
imports, a shift in strategy is needed towards building skills and
infrastructure for engineering and manufacturing in the aerospace sectors. While there are positive signs indicating great
willingness in the Indian industry to develop such capabilities
at the earliest, to what extent has it translated into reality?
The process was certainly given a push with the formulation
of the Defence Procurement Policy 2006 which had enunciated
8
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knowledge gap and bring together the concerned individuals
and agencies, the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS) in association with the IAF and Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
jointly organised the first International Conference on Energising Indian Aerospace Industry in April 2006. A resounding
success, the seminar was subsequently adopted as an annual
feature. The fourth International Conference on Energising Indian Aerospace Industry, with ‘Challenges, Opportunities and
New Partnerships’ as the central theme, was conducted on November 19 and 20 in Delhi.
Primarily, the focus was on the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead, and the path India needs to follow. Issues
deliberated were: Nature, Dynamics and Impact of Aerospace
www.spsaviation.net

Forum

INDIAN AEROSPACE
Power; Partnerships
in Aerospace Industry;
Past Experience and
Future Prospects; Impact of Offsets on Aerospace Industry; MRO
Opportunities in India;
Trends in Aerospace
Industry and; Roadmap Ahead for Indian
Aerospace
Industry.
The speakers included
eminent personalities
INDIA HAS SEVERAL
connected with deADVANTAGES, SUCH AS
fence and aerospace
industry, both from
TALENT AVAILABILITY,
home and abroad.
MANPOWER COST
Delivering
the
COMPETITIVENESS,
opening address, CAPS
Director Air CommoLIBERALISED CIVIL AVIATION
dore (Retd) Jasjit Singh
AND DEFENCE POLICIES...
observed: “The global
INDIA IS POISED TO BECOME
industry, and indeed
the aerospace industry,
A KEY OUTSOURCING HUB
is undergoing dynamic
FOR GLOBAL AEROSPACE
changes. New advanceAND MISSILE COMPANIES AS
ments in technology
are leading to higher
IT HAS CHEAP AND SKILLED
expectations from the
ENGINEERS ON OFFER.
aerospace industry.” In
—AIR CHIEF MARSHAL
his welcome note, the
CMD of Samtel Group
(RETD) SIR GLENN TORPY,
and Co-Chairman, CII
FORMER CHIEF OF THE
National Committee on
AIR STAFF, RAF
Defence & Aerospace,
S. Kaura, enthused:
“The Indian aerospace
industry, both military and civil, stands
uniquely poised today,
on the threshold of catapulting itself into the global arena.” The
sentiment was echoed by the former Chief of the Air Staff of
UK’s Royal Air Force, Air Chief Marshal (Retd) Sir Glenn Torpy,
who very succinctly put it: “India is poised to become a key
outsourcing hub for global aerospace and missile companies
as it has cheap and skilled engineers on offer.”
Admittedly, the industry is well poised for the grand leap.
But glaringly, it has yet to take-off in the true sense. Setting
the tone, Marshal of the Indian Air Force (MIAF) Arjan Singh
lamented that the coordination between the industry and the
IAF has been lacking. According to him, greater involvement
between the users and the industry was necessary to ensure
greater level of operational acceptability of the end product.
Speaking at the strategic level, former US Secretary of Defence
William Cohen stated that the first step towards modernisation
of India’s armed forces is to determine the systems needed in
the backdrop of existing and future threats. “India needs to
construct an architecture that can help in establishing its defence capabilities,” he said. Jointness was emphasised by General (Retd) Gerhard W. Back, Senior Advisor to German MoD
who pointed out: “Growth in synergies between the army, navy

and air force is derived
from common acquisitions. The military
customer is moving
from products or services to performance
packages, ensuring a
‘Combat Capability’.”
However, he conceded,
“Air forces still require
to keep a certain level
of capacity and capability ‘in house’ due to
GROWTH IN SYNERGIES
the need of critical opBETWEEN THE ARMY,
erations or platforms
deployments.”
NAVY AND AIR FORCE IS
Undeterred by the
DERIVED FROM COMMON
sombre caveat of debilACQUISITIONS... HOWEVER,
itating pace, Chairman
of Hindustan AeroAIR FORCES STILL REQUIRE
nautics Limited Ashok
TO KEEP A CERTAIN
Nayak painstakingly
LEVEL OF CAPACITY AND
spelt out the achievements of the pubCAPABILITY ‘IN HOUSE’ DUE
lic-sector
aerospace
TO THE NEED OF CRITICAL
behemoth and its asOPERATIONS OR PLATFORMS
pirations to emerge
as one of the top 20
DEPLOYMENTS.
global defence compa—GENERAL (RETD)
nies. At the opposite
GERHARD W. BACK, SENIOR
end of the spectrum,
keynote speaker, IAF’s
ADVISOR TO GERMAN
Vice Chief Air Marshal
MOD
& FORMER CHIEF OF
P.K. Barbora, was deGERMAN AIR FORCE
termined to make the
audience au fait with
the ground realities.
Terming it as his personal opinion, he was
critical of the politics
of ‘revenge’ of successive ruling parties in defence deals and
its detrimental fallout on the modernisation of the country’s
armed forces. Commenting adversely on the real capabilities
of the existing Indian aerospace industry, confined mainly in
the public sector, he emphasised the need for much greater
participation by India’s private sector for the aerospace industry to take off in the true sense in a competitive atmosphere.
Air Marshal Barbora exhorted the industry to learn reverse
engineering on the same lines that China has been doing to
empower its aerospace industry. Pitching for greater Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI), he said, “We need to be bold enough
to invite FDI, more so into the defence use.”
In the final analysis, for the Indian aerospace industry to
reach global standards and capabilities, it would be necessary
on the part of the government to open up the industry, through
a slew of meaningful policy reforms, to ensure full, free and
fair participation by the private sector. Only such a move could
generate the necessary competition and capabilities to catapult
the Indian aerospace industry into the global arena. SP
—By Air Marshal (Retd) V.K. Bhatia,
with inputs from Sangeeta Saxena
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IAF
transforming into

a potent strategic force

Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief Marshal

PHOTOGRAPHS: ABHISHEK / SP GUIDE PUBNS

P.V. Naik, interacting with SP’s Aviation Senior Visiting
Editor Air Marshal (Retd) V.K. Bhatia, delineates the

emerging roles and responsibilities of the Indian Air
Force and its efforts to adequately prepare itself to face
the myriad challenges of the 21st century
SP’s Aviation (SP’s): Having spent more than four
months at the helm of one of the largest and battle-tested air forces in the world, what do you reckon are the
major challenges facing the Indian Air Force (IAF)? How
do you propose to cope with these?
Air Chief Marshal P.V. Naik (CAS): The first and foremost
challenge that the IAF is facing is the requirement of capability build up which has been affected by the depletion
due to phasing out of aircraft and systems over the last few
10
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years. India is an emerging regional power. As an emerging
power, you have attendant responsibilities as well as larger
security challenges. A comprehensive modernisation plan is
already underway which involves enhancement and modernisation of our air defence (AD) and offensive strike capabilities, enhancement of our force multipliers, space assets
and NCW (Network Centric Warfare) capabilities.
Associated with acquisition is the challenge of operationalising these modern and high-end technology platwww.spsaviation.net
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To cater for
all spectrums
of conﬂict,
the IAF’s
modernisation
plan caters for
combat aircraft,
transport
aircraft,
helicopters,
weapon
systems,
AD systems,
unmanned
aerial vehicles,
space enabled
and network
centric
capabilities.

forms and weapon systems. Training
and preparing our air warriors to absorb the new technology in the shortest possible time is also a challenge
and we are looking into these aspects
by reviewing our organisational policies and training patterns.
SP’s: ‘The IAF in metamorphic
transformation’ is an often repeated
statement emanating from different
quarters from within and outside
the establishment. Do you agree? If
so, could you elaborate, especially
with regard to the IAF’s ideology,
concepts, doctrine and so on?
CAS: I agree with the statement. The
IAF is transforming into a potent strategic force, keeping in line with national aspirations. In the coming decade, the IAF envisions itself to be a
modern force with cutting edge technologies that is flexible, adaptable

of the IAF’s latest revised doctrine?
Have these been disseminated
and practiced right down to the
field level? How will these affect
the IAF’s war waging and winning
capabilities?
CAS: The “Indian Air Force Doctrine”
is the essence of the IAF’s understanding of aerospace power. It has two
parts: ‘Basic’ and the ‘Operational’.
Part I of the doctrine is a guide on the
basic aspects of aerospace power with
inputs from old precepts and their
subsequent evolution. The amalgamaSP’s: What are the key ingredients
tion of space and its enormous force
and has strategic reach to provide
limitless options to India.
The concepts, beliefs and practices
will evolve to keep pace with advances in technology, changing global environment, military capabilities and
vital national interests. The upgrades
in technology change the concept of
employment of air power which, in
turn, affects ideology. The doctrine
also must be receptive to the advantages that new technologies offer and
must evolve accordingly.

more power

F125IN: Technical superiority to make
Jaguar roar.
The right combination of innovation,
technology and performance make the
Honeywell F125IN engine the right fit
and ideal choice for IAF Jaguars.
- Drop-fit replacement
- 555 pounds lighter than current configuration
- 4,400 pounds greater high / hot takeoff payload
- Decreased pilot workload, increased safety
- Proven performance: over 500,000 hours of operation
on the F124 – F125 engine series
F125IN engine from Honeywell. The future is now.
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enhancing impact have also been
included. Part II covers the operational aspect of the employment of
aerospace power.
The doctrine has been disseminated and is being practiced right
down to the field level. It is helpful in understanding, planning and
employing aerospace
power and provides
the options to select
from, when confrontACQUIRING
ed with an operationFORCE
MULTIPLIERS:
al situation.
RECENTLY
INDUCTED

SP’s: It has been
AWACS
reiterated on many
LANDING
DURING IAF DAY
occasions that the
IAF needs to be fully
equipped and trained
to fight across the
entire spectrum of modern day conflict. Describe the measures being
undertaken by the IAF to build the
necessary capabilities.
CAS: Nobody can accurately predict the
kind of war one may have to fight in future or the situation that the armed forces may be confronted with. Therefore,
the defence forces have to be ready to
fight across the entire spectrum of modern day conflict. This aspect becomes
even more relevant as aerospace power
is becoming the instrument of choice.
Modern technologies have a significant
impact on the air forces, as aerospace
power is heavily dependent on cutting
edge technology. To cater for all spectrums of conflict, the IAF’s modernisation plan caters for combat aircraft,
transport aircraft, helicopters, weapon
systems, AD systems, unmanned aerial
vehicles, space enabled and network
centric capabilities. This will give us a
capability based approach which we can
then apply in an emerging situation.

The indigenous
Tejas
development
is scheduled to
achieve Initial
Operational
Clearance by
next year. The
acquisition
programme
includes
delivery of
IOC standard
LCAs from
HAL which is
expected in the
year 2011.

SP’s: Give an update on the indigenous Tejas development/acquisition
programme. Will it be possible for
the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) to
fully achieve the operational capabilities as set out in the qualitative
requirements (QRs)? What is being
done to solve the problem of powering the aircraft with
suitable engine?
CAS: The indigenous Tejas development is in progress and
is scheduled to achieve Initial Operational Clearance (IOC)
by next year. The acquisition programme includes delivery of IOC standard LCAs from HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Limited) which is expected in the year 2011. The LCA
12
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design and development is being pursued with an intention to
fully achieve the operational capabilities set out in the Air Staff
Requirements (ASRs). A suitable
engine is being identified for the
LCA and at present, the technical
evaluation is in progress.

SP’s: Just like its combat aircraft fleets, the IAF is facing the
problem of obsolescence of its
AD equipment despite recent
acquisition of aerostat radars, an airborne warning and
control system (AWACS), and
proposed inductions of Spyder
surface-to-air missile (SAM)
systems from Israel as these are
clearly not enough to cater to
the needs of the IAF. What steps
are being taken to ensure that
the IAF not only maintains but
continues to improve upon its
AD capabilities to cater to the
ever-increasing demands?
CAS: Over and above the existing
AD network, the IAF is acquiring
various radars to meet all AD requirements. Two aerostats have
been procured and installed.
Induction of additional AWACS
next year will further enhance
AD capability. Regarding SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground
Environment), a two-pronged strategy to upgrade existing
systems and procure modern AD systems is in place so as
to have a comprehensive AD cover. Adequate budgetary
support is available for these plans.
Continued on page 14...
www.spsaviation.net
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AASM Controlled Impact Munition for New Generation
Penetration capabilities
> Combat Proven
> Fire and Forget
> Day and Night

Sagem AASM Powered Smart Munition features unique combination of rocket propulsion for extended stand-off range with
latest INS/GPS and Infra Red Imagery technologies leading to tremendous accuracy. Fully autonomous from release to pin-point
impact, AASM is the weapon of choice for striking at Hard and Deeply Buried Targets with dedicated 2000lbs warhead.
www.sagem-ds.com

INDUSTRY

SAGEM

AASM-250:

PHOTOGRAPHS: SAGEM

A

Smart Weapon

French Air Force Rafale executed an infraredproved to well exceed its specified penetration
guided precision air-to-ground
power. Actually this result was no real
strike with a 250 kg version of
surprise as it comes down to the AASM’s
Sagem’s AASM (in French, Modular
capability to perfectly control flight paAir-to-Ground Weapon) and an air-to-air firrameters, among them speed and Angle
ing with MBDA’s MICA missile. According to
of Attack at impact point, paramount to
an announcement by the French Ministry of
get the best of a Penetrator.
Defence, this took place all in the same misDeveloped by Sagem (Safran group),
sion, carried out at the French defence prothe AASM is a family of last-generation
curement agency’s (DGA) test and missile
powered smart weapons. Consisting of
launch centre at Biscarosse (south-western
INS/GPS plus infra-red or laser guidance
France), in the presence of the Indian deland range enhancement kits, the AASM
egation for Medium Multi-Role Combat Airprovides bomb bodies employed by
craft Field Evaluation Trial.
armed forces with new capabilities, such
Sagem’s Powered Smart
The AASM-250 was dropped off the
as vertical strikes. Since it entered service
Weapon underlines Rafale’s
coast and covered 50-plus km before strikin the French Air Force early 2008, the
omnirole capability
ing its target with an expected precision in line with
AASM has also shown its efficiency in real time operthe strictest specifications of the latest competitive
ations to support Troops in Contact on the ground.
bidding for air-to-ground weaponry. The aircraft then fired its air-to-air misBased on the same kits, Sagem is currently proposing the AASM-1000 with
sile at a remotely controlled target simulating an air threat. For the French Air a 2,000 lbs penetrator warhead. Retaining the “fire & forget” capability with
Force, the success of these two firings “...demonstrates the Rafale’s ability to the same precision and controlled parameters at impact, its range is exceeding
deliver a long range precision weapon while ensuring its defence when faced 40 km. It will be the smart weapon of choice to strike day and night at hard
with air threats”.
and deeply buried targets in high-intensity engagement environment with InInterestingly enough, the standard Mk-82 warhead fitted to the AASM fra-Red Counter Measures. SP
...Continued from page 12
SP’s: When is the indigenous Akash SAM system likely
to enter operational service in the IAF? Will it be able
to meet the QRs set by the IAF or will it turn out to be a
‘compromised’ induction?
CAS: The contract for two squadrons of Akash missile has
been signed in December 2008. The delivery of missiles will
commence from March 2011. The Akash missile system being developed by the DRDO (Defence Research and Development Organisation) is based on stringent ASRs to replace
our ageing SAM systems. It has been ensured that the Akash
missile system meets the requirements of the IAF before finalisation of contract.
SP’s: Armed UAVs are being increasingly utilised in the
Global War on Terrorism in places like Iraq and Afghanistan. Does the IAF, which had pioneered the acquisition
and operational exploitation of the UAVs in the Indian
context, have any plans to acquire similar capability?
What is your opinion on the recent statements emanating from some quarters of unmanned aircraft replacing
the manned aircraft in the not-too-distant future?
CAS: The IAF is well aware of the developments and employment of aerospace power in recent and ongoing conflicts. Combat UAV is a potent weapon platform which provides both surveillance and targeting, with some well known
advantages. However, I do not see the UAV replacing the
manned aircraft totally. In fact, both unmanned and manned
14
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aircraft have their own advantages and disadvantages and
both complement, and not compete with, each other.
SP’s: The recent forays of the IAF in the form of participation in international exercises, including the much
coveted US Red Flag, have been reportedly highly beneficial for the IAF. Are more such exercises in the offing?
In what format will these be conducted in future?
CAS: Defence cooperation is the embodiment of a strategic
partnership and reflects the intent of the stakeholders to
take bilateral/multilateral relations to higher levels. Conduct of bilateral/multilateral exercises is a very effective
avenue for defence cooperation and military diplomacy.
Exercise Red Flag with the US Air Force (USAF) was a step
in that direction. Planning and conduct of such exercises is
an ongoing process. We have just completed two international exercises. A bilateral exercise with Oman was conducted from October 22 to 29. Similarly, Exercise Cope
India-09, a transport complement exercise with the USAF,
has just concluded in Agra. Next year, we plan to take part
in a trilateral exercise in France. Apart from the French
and the Indian air forces, the exercise will also involve the
Singapore Air Force. We also have plans to host the Royal
Air Force for a bilateral exercise in October 2010. These
exercises involve a mixed employment of combat forces
from participating countries. SP
(To be continued.)
www.spsaviation.net
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JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER

Report Card
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Negotiating a labyrinth of intricate and interlaced
technological and production challenges, the
F-35 programme has battled its share of
adversities, resulting in lapsed deadlines and
burgeoning development costs

T

By Air Marshal (Retd)
HE LOCKHEED MARTIN LED
EIGHT PARTNERS, THREE VARIANTS
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)
The JSF programme has been created
V.K. Bhatia
programme could easily earn
to replace a large variety of aircraft
the sobriquet of ‘Mother of All
on the inventories of US armed forces
Fighter Programmes’ owing
with derivatives of a single type, while
not only to its magnitude, to
keeping development, production and
its ambitiousness in encompassing interoperating costs down through stannational participation, but also the vast array of complexities dardisation. Named Lightning II—in honour of Lockheed
connected with various phases of the development. Showcas- Martin’s World War II-era P-38 Lightning and the post-war
ing the aircraft at the recent Seoul Air Show on October 25, English Electric Lightning supersonic jet fighter—the F-35
the company’s Vice President of F-35 Business Development JSF is well poised to bring new capabilities to not only the
and Customer Engagement, Stephen O’Bryan had enthused, US Air Force (USAF), US Navy and US Marine Corps, but also
“The F-35’s Fifth Generation capabilities, including very low to some of the leading air forces in the world. Apart from the
observable stealth, integrated sensor fusion, net-enabled oper- US, the F-35 programme has eight partners: UK, Italy, the
ations and advanced sustainment, make it the premier fighter Netherlands, Turkey, Australia, Norway, Denmark and Canof the future.” He further stated: “The F-35 is the only multi- ada. Israel and Singapore also joined the programme as serole fighter designed for survivability in the highest-threat en- curity cooperative participants. The F-35 is perhaps the only
vironments, and it provides superior capability at comparable aircraft in the world designed and being developed from the
Fourth Generation fighter costs.”
beginning in vastly different variants to suit the multifarious
Undoubtedly, the F-35 JSF is proving to be the only true- needs of its various users. Three major variants are:
blood, Fifth Generation, multi-role aircraft which has taken to F-35A: The F-35A is the conventional take-off and landing
the skies and, after the F-22 Raptor, it is perhaps the most ca- (CTOL) variant intended for the USAF and other air forces of
pable aircraft for any jet-fighter role in the world today. Hav- participating countries. With an internal 25 mm GAU-22/A
ing said that, it would be prudent to trace the development cannon, the F-35A will match or exceed the F-16 in manoeuprofile of the aircraft.
vrability, instantaneous and sustained high-g performance,
Issue 11 • 2009
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and outperform it in stealth, payload, range on external fuel,
avionics operational effectiveness, supportability and survivability. In the USAF, the A variant is primarily intended to
replace the F-16s in a phased manner beginning 2013. In due
course it would also replace the A-10 Thunderbolt II in the
close air support role.
F-35B: The F-35B is being developed as the short take-off
and vertical landing (STOVL) variant of the JSF. Similar in
size to the F-35A, it sheds some fuel volume to accommodate
the vertical flight systems. The F-35’s main power plant is derived from Pratt & Whitney’s F135 or General Electric/RollsRoyce F136 (Under development), with the STOVL variant of
the latter incorporating a Rolls-Royce Lift Fan module. Instead of lift engines or rotating nozzles on the engine fan and
exhaust like the Pegasus-powered Harrier, the F-35B uses a
vectoring cruise nozzle in the tail, that is, the rear exhaust
turns to deflect thrust down, and an innovative shaft-driven
Lift Fan within the fuselage, located forward of the main engine, to maintain balance in vertical flight. This variant is
intended to replace the later derivatives of the Harrier Jump
Jet, which was the first operational short take-off, vertical
landing fighter aircraft. The RAF and the Royal Navy will use
this variant to replace the Harrier GR7/GR9s. The US Marine
Corps will use the F-35B to replace both its AV-8B Harrier
II and F/A-18 Hornet fighters. The F-35B is expected to be
available beginning in 2012.
F-35C: The F-35C carrier variant will come equipped with a
larger, folding wing and larger control surfaces for improved
low-speed control, and a stronger landing gear for the stresses
of carrier landings. The larger wing area provides decreased
landing speed, increased range and payload, with twice the
range on internal fuel compared with the F/A-18C Hornet,
achieving much the same goal as the heavier F/A-18E/F Super Hornet. The US Navy intends to replace its F/A-18A, Band
C Hornets with F-35Cs. It will also serve as a stealthier complement to the Super Hornet. The C variant is also expected to
be available beginning in 2012.
PROGRESSING RAPIDLY, AND HOW

In the usual ‘tug-of-war’ between expectations and achievements, how has the programme progressed so far? To redux,

from concept demonstration and selection in October 2001
to launch of the first F-35A prototype in December 2006, the
speed with which the Lockheed Martin-led JSF programme
took-off was indeed astonishing. It also show-cased the prowess of modern day cutting-edge technologies. After the first
flight in December 2006, the development of the F-35 progressed rapidly, at least in the initial stages. By July 2007,
apart from the aircraft in flight testing, as many as 11 aircraft
were in various stages of production. On December 18, 2007,
the F-35B STOVL version made its debut at Fort Worth, Texas
amid future customers from the US Marine Corps, the UK Navy
and the Royal Air Force (RAF) and the Italian Air Force and
Navy. On January 31, 2008, the 26th flight of F-35 was flown
for the first time by a US military pilot. On March 12 the same
year, another milestone was achieved with the first successful
aerial refueling by F-35 in the 34th flight. On November 13,
the AA-1 (F-35A) flew supersonic for the first time.
On June 11, 2008, after extensive ground testing, the first
F-35B (designated BF-1) made its maiden flight at Fort Worth.
The BF-1 was the second of 19 Systems Development and
Demonstration (SDD) F-35s and the first to use new weightoptimised design features that would be applicable to all future
F-35s. Consequently, on December 19, 2008, Lockheed Martin
rolled out the first weight-optimised F-35A (Designated AF-1).
It was also the first to be produced at a full-rate production
speed—the assembly line moving at 50 inches per hour—and
was structurally identical to final production F-35A that will be
delivered to the USAF starting 2010. The AF-1, the fourth test
plane to fly in three years, took to the skies on November 14,
2009. The first, a prototype which flew in December 2006 is no
longer used for test flights. The other two STOVL aircraft BF-1
and BF-2 flew in June 2008 and February 2009, respectively.
The last of the three variants, F-35C production aircraft,
also rolled off the production line on July 29, with a likely
commencement of flight-testing in December this year. At
present, 13 test-flight and 15 low-rate initial production (LRIP)
aircraft are on order. The latest good news to emanate from
the programme is that BF-1, the first production representative STOVL variant, has arrived at the US Naval Air Station,
Patuxent River Maryland to begin 30 days of testing to build
down toward the first vertical landing. The AF-1 is also likely

THE F-35 JSF: MOTHER OF ALL FIGHTER PROGRAMMES

Designated Lightning II—in honour of Lockheed Martin’s World War II-era P-38 Lightning and the post-war English
Electric Lightning supersonic jet fighter—the F-35 JSF is well poised to bring new capabilities to not only the US Air
Force, US Navy and US Marine Corps, but also to some of the leading air forces in the world
15 December, 2006

31 January, 2007

Fort Worth, Texas
Lockheed Martin F-35
Lightning II stealth
fighter completes
first flight
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18 October, 2007

East Hartford, Conn.
The last of the three-step
gearbox and propulsion
system test completed.

East Hartford, Conn.
Pratt & Whitney’s
F135 engine completes
successful afterburner
test.
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31 January, 2008
Fort Worth, Texas
The 26th flight of the
F-35 is flown by a military
pilot for the first time.

Samlesbury, England
BAE Systems starts
manufacture of aft
fuselages of all three
variant of the world’s
most advanced fighter
aircraft concurrently.
www.spsaviation.net
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to reach its designated US Edwards Air Force Base before the
year’s end to start further testing.
Full funding for LRIP scheduled to begin in 2006 was, however, delayed by a year, with consequent effect on delivery of
aircraft. This has also affected the projected Initial Operational
Clearance dates, with the F-35B still expected to be first in
2012, followed by F-35A and F-35C in 2013. The USAF will
be the first service to receive the F-35A. The first of its planned
1,763 is scheduled for delivery next year. The US Marine Corps
and US Navy have plans to collectively acquire 680 F-35Bs and
F-35Cs. The UK had earlier planned to induct 138 F-35Bs for
the RAF and the Royal Navy. However, that figure is due for
revision. With the remaining participating countries planning
to acquire another 600 to 700 aircraft, the total production figures are estimated to exceed 3,200, making the F-35 one of the
most mass-produced jet fighters in the world—or, would it?
PROBLEMS & POTHOLES

Negotiating a labyrinth of intricate and interlaced technological and production challenges, the F-35 programme has
battled its share of adversities, resulting in lapsed deadlines
and burgeoning development costs. Early in the development phase concerns had emerged regarding the weight of
the F-35B version. While review of structural design eliminated some of the excess, it was evident by early 2004 that
further weight reduction initiatives would be necessary.
These concerns were sufficiently serious to warrant postponement of the critical design review to 2006.
Consequently, it became necessary to delay the start of the
SDD testing, in order to give Lockheed Martin additional time
to solve the weight problem which amounted to a trim down
of a phenomenal 1,500 kg of over-weight. A special task force
known as STOVL Weight Attack Team had to be put together
to solve the problem which, propped by out-of-the-box thinking as well as some compromise of customer requirements,
succeeded in removing about 1,225 kg of unwanted weight.
It also proved necessary to modify the weapon bays, which,
on the F-35B, have reverted to the size originally specified,
limiting internal carriage of weaponry to a pair of weapons in
the 1,000 lb class plus two AIM-120 air-to-air missiles rather
than the two 2,000 lb weapons that may be carried internally
by both the F-35A and F-35C versions.
Yet another bottleneck is the development of an alternate
engine, namely, the GE/Rolls-Royce F136, to compete with
the Pratt & Whitney F-135 engine that at present powers the

13 March, 2008

11 June, 2008

Fort Worth, Texas
F-35 succeeds in first
aerial refueling test on
its 34th test flight.

test aircraft. The engine in question has been under development for quite some time and the first flight had been targeted for October this year. Production-standard F136s were
expected to be available with effect from LRIP Lot 4 aircraft
commencing 2010. However, for various reasons, including
a bid to arrest the rising costs of the programme, the US
Department of Defense (DoD), since 2007, has continued to
omit funding for the programme though restored every time
by the US Congress. The F-35 alternate engine programme
has once again emerged as a major item of debate on the
US FY2010 defence budget. The FY2010 defence authorisation bill (H.R. 2647) recommends reducing procurement of
F-35s by two aircraft from the administration’s request (one
F-35A and one F-35B) and instead increasing funding for
F-35 alternate engine programme. The Obama administration, on the other hand, has threatened to veto the FY2010
defence authorisation or appropriation bill if either “seriously disrupts” the F-35 programme.
COST CONSIDERATIONS

A careful analysis of the above statement would be prudent.
The current US DoD plans call for acquiring a total of 2,456
F-35s (figure includes 13 test aircraft) for the air force, marine
corps and navy at an estimated acquisition cost of about $246
billion (Rs 11,47,590 crore) in constant (inflation adjusted)
FY2009 dollars. In addition, hundreds of additional F-35s are
expected to be purchased by the current (and potential) international partners and US allies. In comparison, the cost to
continue F136 alternate engine development is pegged at $1.8
billion (Rs 8,395 crore) through 2015. Prior analysis indicates
that competitive pressures could yield enough savings (estimated to be in the region of 14 per cent if life-cycle Operations
and Support costs are also taken into account) to offset the
cost of competition over the JSF’s programme life.
To date, the two contestants have spent over $8 billion
(Rs 37,315 crore) on engine development (Pratt & Whitney
$6 billion and General Electric/Rolls-Royce $2 billion). The residual costs to complete the F136 development, therefore, are
worth taking the risk. Secondly, the F136, whose development
took-off a little later than the F135, is likely to end up with
approximately 5 per cent higher thrust (2,000 lb) as it was catering for the over-weight F-35B. Now, while the weight of the
F-35B has been trimmed off to a large extent, the increased
potential thrust of the F136 engine could be of great advantage to ensure optimum payload operations of F-35B aircraft

19 December, 2008

29 July, 2009

Lockheed Martin rolls out
the first weight optimised
F-35A (desginated
AF-1), the first F-35
to be produced at a full
rate production speed.

The first F-35B
designated (BF-1)
undertakes maiden
flight at Fort Worth.

15 November, 2009
F-35B (BF-1) arrives
at US Naval Station,
Patuxent river Maryland
to begin the flight
testing programme.

The last of three
variants F-35C rolls off
the production line.
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MILITARY JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER
GENERAL TRAITS & PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
GENERAL

F-35 A (CTOL)

F-35 B (STOVL)

F-35 C (CV)

Wing, Span

10.7 m

10.7 m

13.1 m

Length Overall

15.67 m

15.6 m

15.7 m

Height Overall

4.33 m

4.33 m

4.54 m

Wings Area

42.7 m2

42.7 m2

62.1 m2

WEIGHT & LOADINGS (ESTIMATED)
Weight Empty

13,300 kg

14,500 kg

15,800 kg

Max Weapon
Load

More than 9,072 kg

More than 9,072 kg

More than 9,072 kg

Max Internal
Fuel Weight

More than 8,165 kg

More than 5,897 kg

More than 8,618 kg

Max T-O Weight
Class

31,800 kg

27,200 kg

31,800 kg

Power Plant: 1* Pratt & Whitney F135 afterburning turbofan
Dry Thrust: 28,000 lbf (125 KN)
Thrust With Afterburner: 43,000 lbf (191 KN)
Lift Fan (STOVL): 1 * Rolls-Royce LiftSystem driven from fain power plant,
18000 lbf (80 KN)
Note: Alternate Engine Under Development: GE/RR 136
Internal Fuel

8,382 kg

6,352 kg

9,110 kg

PERFORMANCE (ESTIMATED)
Maximum Speed

M1.6

M1.6

M1.6

Range

2,220 km

1,670 km

2,520 km

Combat Radius

1,110 km

910 km

1,150 km

Service Ceiling

18,288 m

18,288 m

18,288 m

Rate of Climb: Classified (not publicly available)
THRUST / WEIGHT:
With Full Fuel

0.84

0.86

0.77

With 50 Per Cent
Fuel

1.04

1.02

0.95

G-limits

9g

7.5 g

7.5 g

ARMAMENT
• GUNS: 1* GAU-22/A 25 mm (0.984 in) cannon – slated to be mounted internally with
180 rounds in the F-35A and fitted as an external pod with 220 rounds in the F-35 B
and F-35 C.
• HARD POINTS: 6* external pylons on wings with a capacity of 15,000 lb (6,800 kg)
and 2* internal bays with 2 pylons each (Total weapons payload of 18,000 lb on A
and C models).
• MISSILES:
> Internal: 4 air-to-air missiles, or 2 air-to-air- missiles and 2 air-to-ground weapons.
> External: 6 air-to-air missiles, or 4 air-to-ground weapons and 2 air-to-air missiles
with combinations for the following missiles:
Air-to-air Missiles:
- AIM-120 AMRAAM
- AIM-132 ASRAAM
- AIM-9X Sidewinder
Air-to-ground Weapons:
- AGM-154 JSOW
- AGM-158 JASSM
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even under ‘high and hot’ conditions (a
requirement envisaged by US Generals
engaged in air operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan) and for worldwide carrier-borne operations.
Last, but not the least, as per the
current plans, by 2035, F-35s are
likely to constitute 95 per cent of the
US fighter/strike fighter force and
having an alternate engine could mitigate the risk of the entire fleet being
grounded due to an engine problem.
Undoubtedly, as brought out in various reports including that of US Government Accountability Office, the F35 programme has suffered from time
and cost overruns, estimated to be a
possible two-year delay and $17 billion (Rs 79,296.5 crore). However, in
a programme of such gigantic dimensions, while it would be imprudent to
cut corners to effect short-term savings, it would be equally incumbent
on the part of the F-35 programme
officials to time-compress the flighttesting schedules to catch up with the
delays and, accelerate manufacturing
processes to meet the planned production schedules.
GRABBING GLOBAL ATTENTION

Issues such as transfer of technology and greater industrial participation by partner countries have,
from time-to-time, cast a shadow on
the programme, but Lockheed Martin, the prime contractor of the programme, is confident these will be
resolved to the mutual satisfaction of
all partners/customers.
Meanwhile, many more friendly
nations and allies of the US are seriously considering these aircraft for
their respective armed forces. For instance, Japan recently revealed that it
was interested in acquiring up to 40 F35s as a replacement for its ageing F-4
Phantom aircraft. Interestingly, the JSF
has not only been offered as a natural corollary, if India selects Lockheed
Martin’s F-16 aircraft in its drive to acquire 126 Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft, but even outside its purview.
India is known to have committed
itself in a joint venture with Russia to
procure its Fifth Generation fighter,
but it would perhaps be prudent to
keep its options open with regard to
the JSF, possibly in tandem with the
acquisition process getting progressively more lucrative. SP
www.spsaviation.net
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SU-30MKI

President’s
TRYST with the skies

Clad in a G-Suit, President Pratibha Patil
undertook a 30-minute sortie on an Su-30MKI
at an altitude of 10,000 ft and a speed of
around 800 kmph

PHOTOGRAPHS: INDIAN AIR FORCE PRO

N

OVEMBER 25, 2009 WILL GO
down in the annals of history
as the day on which President
Pratibha Patil became the
first woman President to fly in a fighter
jet. Around 10.55 am, the Su-30MKI
took off from the Lohegaon Air Force
base in Pune with the Supreme Commander of the Indian armed forces
onboard. Clad in a G-Suit, the 74-yearold Patil undertook a 30-minute sortie,
wherein the aircraft flew at an altitude
of 10,000 ft and a speed of around 800
kmph or 0.9 Mach (speed of sound),
but did not go up to the supersonic levels of around 1,100 kmph. The flight,
commanded by Wing Commander S.
Sajan, went off smoothly.
“Today I had a wonderful and unique
experience. I am reassured that we are
well equipped and they (the armed
forces) have the strength to protect our
border. I feel proud at this moment,”
the President enthused on disembarking from the aircraft. “The aircraft was
very sophisticated. I was instructed by
the pilot how to manoeuvre and I could
do that. Today I am proud and every
Indian should be proud of the ability
and the spirit of sacrifice and the talent and capability of our armed forces.
I have all admiration for them.”
Flanking the aircraft in which Patil travelled in the rear seat were two
other Sukhois, affording her the experience of observing fighter jets in flight
at that altitude and at such high speeds.
Maharashtra Governor S.C. Jamir and
Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief Marshal
P.V. Naik were present to witness the
historic flight.
Earlier, the President had been accorded a ceremonial guard of honour

THE AIRCRAFT WAS VERY
SOPHISTICATED. I WAS
INSTRUCTED BY THE PILOT
HOW TO MANOEUVRE AND I
COULD DO THAT. TODAY I AM
PROUD AND EVERY INDIAN
SHOULD BE PROUD OF THE
ABILITY AND THE SPIRIT OF
SACRIFICE AND THE TALENT
AND CAPABILITY OF OUR
DEFENCE FORCES. I HAVE
ALL ADMIRATION FOR THEM.
—PRESIDENT PRATIBHA
PATIL

by a contingent of air warriors. Having passed a mandatory pre-flight
medical test, the usually saree-clad
Patil donned a G-Suit (anti-gravity suit)
which ensures uninterrupted supply of
blood to the brain even under high ‘g’
loads. She stepped inside the aircraft at
10.35 am, assisted by some airmen.
“There was no apprehension, but
there was excitement. Practicing yoga

also helped me and I also followed the
instructions given by the air force officials carefully. I was, right from the beginning, very confident. I’m confident
even now,” the President said.
In a response to a question on induction of women in the Indian Air
Force, Patil said, “There are some technical requirements and qualifications
to be completed. And also, one has to
study the situation women pilots have
to face. The government is considering the matter. Initially, there were no
women in the armed forces. Now, we
have. In the same way, we have women
pilots for helicopters and commercial
aircraft. Now, the government is thinking on the lines of recruiting them as
fighter pilots. I am sure that a proper
decision will be taken”.
History for the incumbent of Rashtrapati Bhawan has repeated itself. On
June 8, 2006, the then President, A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam, 74, had created history
by being the first Indian President to
have undertaken a 30-minute sortie in
the Su-30MKI. An unfulfilled dream of
his youth days was to become a fighter
pilot. So he did the next best: sit at the
rear of a fighter aircraft and soak in
the excitement. President Patil has followed the tradition set by her predecessor. It will not be a surprise if future
Presidents carry forward the trend to
motivate the country’s guardians of the
skies by flying the fighter jets. SP
—By Our Special Correspondent
Issue 11 • 2009
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DEBUT FLIGHT

C O V E R

S T O R Y

BUSINESS AVIATION

WINDOW TO THE SKY:
THE PHENOM 100 FLAUNTS
STATE-OF-THE-ART AND
USER FRIENDLY DISPLAYS
BY GARMIN

First On Board
PHOTOGRAPHS: ABHISHEK / SP GUIDE PUBNS

Phenom 100

the

Phenom 100’s debut ﬂight at Delhi airport ﬂew with its ﬁrst
passenger, SP’s Aviation Editor in-Chief Jayant Baranwal, on
November 5. Introduced by Embraer in 2005, the Phenom
100 has been widely acknowledged as the most comfortable
business jet in the entry level category.

T

HURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5. NINE IN THE MORNING and the skies over Delhi were an ominous grey blanket of what can at best be conjectured as unexplained smog. But the mood
on the ground at Terminal 1A Indira Gandhi International Airport was far from grey—on
the contrary, the elegant visage and gracious interiors of the Phenom 100 lifted spirits and
charged the air with an infectious ebullience. “Embraer is proud to showcase its successful
entry level Phenom 100 in the Asia-Pacific region,” said José Eduardo Costas, Embraer Vice
President, Marketing and Sales, Asia Pacific–Executive Jets.
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DEBUT FLIGHT TOTAL RECALL

Phenomenal
Indeed

The Phenom
100 does offer a
COMFORTABLE ride

SP’s debuts at Phenom’s
debut in Delhi during its
Asia-Paciﬁc Tour—a ﬁrsthand account by SP’s
Aviation Editor-in-Chief

Jayant Baranwal

I

HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO BOARD PHENOM 100 which debuted in Delhi on November 5 for its Asia-Pacific tour.
The weather was somewhat hazy when we took off and
climbed to an altitude of about 28,000 ft. During the take off,
one did get the feeling of flying in a small aircraft, but after
having reached cruising altitude, the aircraft stabilised as well as a
large airliner does. The Phenom 100, which is indeed a Very Light
Jet, does offer a comfortable ride.
Apart from the two pilots, the aircraft can take a full load of
four passengers with the possibility of another. The aircraft affords
state-of-the-art and user friendly displays by Garmin. It is also
equipped with one wardrobe capable of carrying food, beverages
and other amenities.
Powered by Pratt & Whitney Canada PW617F-E with 1,695 lb of
thrust per engine, the Phenom 100 is certified to cruise at 41,000 ft
and offers a good value, sporting a price tag of around $4 million (Rs
18.5 crore). (The cost varies, depending on customer-centric requirements/changes in configurations.) According to Embraer, Phenom
100 offers greater value for money compared to its contemporaries.
Besides investing extensively on training, Embraer explains that

AS SMOOTH AS ANY BIG
WING: DESPITE BEING A VLJ,
PHENOM 100 STABILISES VERY
WELL AFTER ACHIEVING AN
ALTITUDE OF 28,000 FT
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BUSINESS AVIATION DEBUT FLIGHT TOTAL RECALL
around 20 per cent of the
payment is done in scheduled payments before the
delivery and the remaining
80 per cent at the delivery
of the airplane. Some 30 aircraft have already been ordered in India and Embraer
expects sales to increase in
the coming times.
José Eduardo Costas,
Embraer Vice President,
Marketing and Sales, Asia
Pacific–Executive Jets, points
out that corporate aviation
can be yet another established source of employment
in India, provided it receives
deserving attention. Aftersales service, maintenance
and ground support are areas with employment potential worth mentioning.
As it appears, such aircraft can play an instrumental role for business houses
with a modest turnover of
about $30-40 million (Rs
138.5-185 crore) and plans
to grow into large corporations in the coming times.
The Phenom 100 is designed for an economic life of at
least 35,000 cycles, which favours its residual value when
compared to other aircraft in this category that are usually
designed for 15,000 cycles.

POWER STATS: THE PHENOM
100 IS POWERED BY PRATT &
WHITNEY CANADA PW617F-E
WITH 1,695 LB OF THRUST
PER ENGINE
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TWO IN THE COCKPIT:
THE TWO PILOTS ARE
ASSISTED BY STATE-OFTHE-ART DISPLAYS

Issue 11 • 2009

In my opinion, India is
at the threshold of economic
and infrastructural fronts,
and aircraft like the Phenom
100 can serve as a catalyst
in this process. India, however, to work towards the infrastructural requirements
to support operations by the
growing fleet of new generation of business jets. There is
no doubt that Indian buyers
can purchase the aircraft as
OEMs are very much willing
to sell these, as also the other larger models of business
jets under development. But
the question is, do we have
the facilities and infrastructure to support operations
by such aircraft? When are
we going to have dedicated
and exclusive corporate aviation hubs at the airports so
that business jets can take
off and land on time, as and
when required?
India, compared to China, is a much more important market for corporate
jets. However, as China races ahead on the infrastructural front, India will once again
lag far behind. It is time to recognise the potential and take
resolute action to remain ahead of others instead of forever
struggling to catch up. SP

SPACE ENOUGH FOR FOUR PLUS
ONE: THE AIRCRAFT CAN TAKE A
FULL LOAD OF FOUR PASSENGERS
WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF ANOTHER
(RIGHT: VIEW FROM THE SIDE)

www.spsaviation.net
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Very good
demand for
Phenom 100 in
India

José Eduardo Costas,

Vice President, Marketing and Sales,
Asia Paciﬁc–Executive Jets, Embraer

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): To what extent has Embraer’s Executive Jet division penetrated the Asia Pacific market?
José Eduardo Costas (Costas): We have been conducting
market forecast analysis for the past several years. Embraer
has developed tools to model market forecast, starting with
commercial aviation some years ago and then we also applied
the same tools to model the forecast for the executive jet market. In the wake of the global financial crisis, the best scenario
we could gather is that in the next 10 years, the market will
be around $190 billion (Rs 8,75,425 crore) which will involve
about 10,000 jets of all categories and manufacturers. When
we look at the analysis of the last 10 years, this market of executive jets was around $140 billion (Rs 6,45,050 crore), so it
is still a substantial increase in 10 years. As for the distribution
of this market, Asia in total accounts for 12 per cent. When we
look at the expected growth rate of executive jets in each specific region, Asia Pacific is by far what is expected to grow the
most. Total population of business jets, including all brands,
is about 800 to 900 which is, of course, not much compared
to more mature markets, like North America or Europe, but
the expected annual growth rate of new jets being delivered in
Asia over the next 10 years is expected to be in the range of 9
per cent per annum, while Europe and North America may be
1 to 2 per cent, Latin America may have substantial growth of
around 5 to 6 per cent. Although the quantity may not be big
compared to mature markets, but the pace of growth in Asia
Pacific is by far the fastest and, therefore, it is very important
for Embraer to be present and capture the market with the
new products we are bringing.
SP’s: How do you perceive the business aviation market

developing in India over the next 15 to
20 years?
Costas: Out of the 12 per cent I mentioned
about Asia, China and India are the main
markets. I believe at least 20 to 30 per cent
of the deliveries in the next 10 years would
be in India, so I think about 3 per cent out of
the 12 per cent Asian market would be India, with another 3 per cent for China, leaving 6 per cent for rest of the Asian Countries.
China and India would be the main leaders
of this market for the coming 10 years.

SP’s: In the Asia Pacific region, what
is your market share and who are the
major competitors?
Costas: Market share is normally measured
in terms of aircraft delivered. In that sense,
we have the Legacy, which is so far around 180 units in super
mid-size category, and we recently started with the Phenoms,
QUICK FACTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Brake-by-wire
Anti-skid
Designed for an economic life of at least 35,000 cycles
Warranty: Three years
Avionics: Garmin 1000 integrated with various parts of the
aircraft
Flight Deck: Prodigy
Unique feature (in this type as per Embraer): Central Maintenance Computer
Passengers: Four (plus one); Pilots: Two
First buyer: Jim Frost (used to fly King-Air; now flies
Phenom 100)
Can climb up to the altitude of 41,000 ft
Quiet cabin and spacious, therefore better sitting comfort
Order status: approx 60 delivered by September; 110 expected
to be delivered in 2009
Production capacity: 110 aircraft a year, can be scaled up to 120
Connectivity potential in India:
– Can fly directly from Mumbai to any city in India
– Delhi: can fly down till Bangalore
Certified for single pilot
Launched in May 2005; certified in three and half years (2008)
First Phenom 100 delivery in India: 3rd Quarter of 2010
Price Tag: $4 million (Rs 18.5 crore) approximately
Issue 11 • 2009
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which is around 60-plus delivered so far. In super-mid size
segment, we have competition with Bombardier, Dassault and
Gulfstream, and, to a certain extent, with Hawker and Cessna
Citation (marginally). I will say we are a unique OEM as we
have a full product portfolio. For instance, Cessna has a large
product portfolio but nothing above the Citation X which is in
the midsize category. Dassault’s portfolio is concentrated from
the midsize and above. Embraer, on the other hand, has aircraft right from entry level to the ultra large categories. We are
expecting that, over the decades, Embraer will win the loyalty
of customers who rely solely on the company.
SP’s: What is the level of demand for the Phenom 100
Very Light Jet (VLJ) in the Indian market? Is this aircraft
equipped with the Traffic Collision Avoidance System
(TCAS), which is mandatory in case the flight operates at
29,000 ft? Does this issue affect market demand in India?
Costas: So far, the demand for our entry level Phenom 100, as
also the mid-light aircraft Phenom 300, has been very good
in India. We have been able to attract more than 30 orders on
Phenom family in India even before we could bring the aircraft for the first time to the country. Introducing the aircraft
for the first time (in India) will and is raising the demand.
Phenom 100 is the ideal aircraft to fulfill most of the needs
of the Indian business class. For example, from Mumbai you
can cover the whole of India without a stop on a product costing in the range of $4 million (Rs 18.5 crore). We are right
now working together with the Directorate General of Civil
Aviation to certify the Phenom in India and first deliveries will

come in the third quarter next year. Yes, it’s true that TCAS
is important and Embraer, too, will be fitting the system in
Phenoms delivered to India.
SP’s: Who are the customers in the Asia-Pacific region who
have either ordered or received the Phenom 100 VLJ?
Costas: India would be the first country in Asia to receive the
Phenoms. We have sold Phenoms in Asian countries like India,
Taiwan, Australia, Indonesia and The Philippines.
SP’s: How many Lineage 1000s have been ordered?
Costas: We have been successful in placing the Lineage 1000
in India. At this stage we cannot reveal our customers, but as
far as Phenoms are concerned, the first customers are aviators and companies which are into charter business. So far as
the Lineage’s potential market is concerned, we would love to
sell the same number of Lineages as that of Phenoms. But, of
course, the market of an aircraft priced close to $50 million (Rs
230 crore), is not that big compared to the Phenom aircraft.
Considering the size of the Lineage cabin and the comfort it can
provide, and also the fact that you can fly London to Mumbai
non-stop, the aircraft truly brings a lot of value for money. We
have delivered more than 600 units of our E-Jets worldwide.
In India, we are targeting a small group of business people and
some of them have recognised the value of this aircraft and
have already placed orders. So, we may see Lineage coming to
India in a couple of years. SP
For full interview, visit www.spsaviation.net

...Continued from page 20
Equally proud was the moment for SP’s Aviation—the
first to get on board and fly on this vision of winged beauty.
While the media release issued earlier by the company mentioned the scheduled debut flight in Delhi as November 6,
the magazine’s Editor-in-Chief Jayant Baranwal was rather
overwhelmed with the special invite to an exclusive recce
(and, as it later turned out, the sole individual to undertake
a flight on the aircraft from the Indian media circle) of the
latest debutant from Embraer’s stables.
‘COMFORTABLE, RELIABLE, VERSATILE’

In November, Embraer (Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica)
commenced on a flying demo tour of the entry level Phenom 100 executive jet in the Asia-Pacific region. The first
stop was India where the jet visited seven cities, starting with
Delhi and followed by Indore, Mumbai, Bangalore, Madurai,
Chennai and Hyderabad. After India, the Phenom 100 was
exhibited in Singapore and Australia. “In less than one year
of operations, our Phenom 100 executive jet has shown itself
to be a comfortable, reliable and versatile platform, and it is
constantly being improved. I am sure that our customers in
the region are benefiting from the jet’s characteristics and its
growing support network,” Costas enthused.
The Phenom 100 deliveries began in December 2008. By
September 30 this year, the jet had logged more than 3,000
flight hours, with a total of 45 aircraft delivered worldwide.
Embraer has several important Phenom family customers in
India. Among them are Aviators India Private Limited, the
first client in the region, with two Phenom 100 jets; and In24
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vision Projects Private Limited, which
holds the largest
order for Phenom
100 and Phenom
300 jets in India, at
20. To support the
operations of the
growing number of
Phenom and Legacy
600 customers in the
country, Embraer
recently appointed
Indamer Company
Private Limited as
an authorised service centre.
The jet received the IF Award, in Germany, as the best
product, in 2006, and the best interior, in 2007, as well as the
Good Design Award, in China, for the best project, in 2006.
Under January 2009 economic conditions, the baseline configuration of the Phenom 100 is priced at $3.60 million (Rs
16.5 crore) for Federal Aviation Administration certification,
$3.65 million (Rs 17 crore) for Agência Nacional de Aviação
Civil certification (Brazil) and $3.68 million (Rs 17.1 crore)
for European Aviation Safety Agency certification (European
Union). In May 2008, the editors of Robb Report magazine
in the US voted the Phenom 100 “Best of the Best Business
Jet”. Phenom 100 customers in India will surely agree. SP
www.spsaviation.net

SP’s EXCLUSIVE

MMRCA DEAL

On a

STRIKE
MISSION

The easy handling Super Viper, even with its heavy external load,
responds as a ﬁghter should. Incidentally, the F-16IN can carry 60 per
cent more external load than the stipulated MMRCA requirement for
the IAF.

T

ENROUTE TO TARGET

he Electronic Warfare System (EWS) of the F-16IN
Super Viper detects and identifies a new threat and
locates its position. It is not in any of the pre-mission
locations and your planned route of flight is taking you
towards the newly detected threat. Using your hands-on-throttle-and-stick controls, you alter your route of flight by selecting
the nearest steer point of your navigation route and ‘drag’ the
point out of the lethality ring of this new threat. Satisfied that
your mission route now goes around the threat, you accept the
new point and it is computed into the overall mission flight
plan. You feel the fighter accelerate as the auto throttle automatically adjusts ground speed to maintain your pre-mission
time on target. You designate the new steer point for transmission via data link so that other members of the strike package
will know your route has been modified.
The EWS is not jamming the threat, there is no need now,
but you have deployed your towed decoy just in case there is
no warning the next time a threat pops up. Flying this low the
threat rings on the display are showing terrain masking and as
you approach the target area, the masking of your path from
threat radars is the best it can be. But you lose that masking
for a short while as you start a quick climb to gain line-of-sight
to the target and obtain a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) map.
The threat radars reach out to find you.

PHOTOGRAPH: SP GUIDE PUBNS

FACE-TO-FACE WITH THE ENEMY

You take evasive action and dive down low. You are grateful for
the easy handling Super Viper—even with its heavy external
load it responds as a fighter should. Incidentally, the F-16IN
can carry 60 per cent more external load than the stipulated
MMRCA requirement. You examine the ultra-high resolution
SAR map you obtained during your pop-up manoeuvre. Your
aim points stand out clearly. Your internal digital jammer is
requesting consent to go active now. With a flip of the finger
it starts jamming multiple threats with deceptive techniques.
You pass the initial point of the target attack and the autopilot
commands an acceleration to weapon release speed. The EWS
is displaying threat indications all around you now. Your radar
and infrared systems tell you those enemy fighters are no longer orbiting but headed toward your strike formation.
Weapon release! You take control of the fighter and turn
away from enemy aircraft. Your sensor shows enemy fighters

are bearing down on you at Mach 1.4. Two new surface-to-air
missile radars have popped up. The Tactical Situation Display
(TSD) on that centre display is your best friend now. Everything
is displayed together in the ultimate fusion of data. You use the
situation awareness fusion of the Super Viper to manoeuvre
your way around the new threats, the terrain following and
avoidance systems to reduce your exposure, the missile warning system to guide your evasive manoeuvres. The enemy have
turned away from you and climb to gain more real-time situation awareness with your passive and active sensors.
FIRE TO DESTROY THREAT

Your data link now shows two of your squadron mates are
engaging the enemy aircraft while evading ground threats. You
see the enemy aircraft turn to defeat the engagement and with
a glance at the TSD, you instantly visualise that you now have
the best firing solutions on these targets. With a few simple
switch movements, you have detailed tracking data on the
enemy aircraft; your long range missiles are ready. The TSD
provides the final step before firing; it gives you all the data to
confirm you meet the vital parameters of target engagement.
The Active Electronically Scanned Array radar is providing
track data while maintaining search mode to ensure no other
bandits pop up. Your missiles are away now and you have
clear indication of their status and times to impact. The data
links to the cockpits of your squadron mates informs them of
your engagement with the enemy and they move in to support
you. The enemy aircraft are soon destroyed—they ventured
too fast, too deep into your strike formation and the shared
situation awareness of the Super Vipers sealed their fate.
As you land back at base, having flown over 1,000 km at
low altitude without aerial refueling, the next mission is already
being planned. Turn around time for the F-16IN Super Viper
is incredibly low, as has been demonstrated in over 400,000
combat flight hours. Grabbing your mission data cartridge, you
debrief—confident that everything vital had been recorded: the
emission parameters and locations of those pop-up air defence
radars and fighters, the SAR maps, the weapon launch parameters. The next strike aircrew transiting that threat area will be
better prepared based upon your success. SP
(To be continued.)
—By Air Marshal (Retd) B.K. Pandey, Bangalore
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D ow n t u r n
If you believe everything you read in the papers,
you could easily think Dubai is ﬁnished, but
ALAN PEAFORD visits the Dubai Airshow 2009
and ﬁnds the event still has the taste of success

W

ITH THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY IN disarray and the media insistent that the Dubai
bubble has burst, visitors to the 11th edition of the Dubai Airshow could have been
forgiven for imagining they would be greeted by rolling tumbleweed and thin attendance. Instead they found a show brimming with confidence
and an industry that found itself discovering positives as it
celebrated being in an area that has defied the downturn.
“Of course, we have felt the effects of the problems with the
global economy,” said HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed al Maktoum, the Chairman of Emirates Airline and the head of civil
aviation in the emirate. “Some industries have suffered but we
have continued to see growth here in the aviation business,”
he avers. While those growth figures are no longer in the double-digit, they are still impressive and that is something that
Sheikh Ahmed wanted the world to take notice of. “Our airlines
are going ahead with our investments. We are not cancelling.
We are leaders not followers and we have proved before that
26
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we are prepared to take risks when others are sheltering.”
The thumping optimism was music to the ears of the many
CEOs and company presidents among almost 900 exhibitors
from more than 100 countries. “Our numbers are up from the
record-breaking show two years ago,” said organiser Alison
Weller, Director, F&E Aerospace. “We have seen an overall
growth of around 10 per cent for the show and we have had
to turn away requests for aircraft to display on the static. If we
had more space available we could have filled it.”
Third largest business-to-business aviation event in the
world, this year the Dubai extravaganza was expected to shift
to the new Dubai World Central complex at Jebel Ali, giving it
the space to nudge out Farnborough International from the
coveted second place behind Paris. However, the infrastructure of the new venue had not been completed and the show
remained at Dubai International Airport. According to Sheikh
Ahmed, the government will review whether the new site will
be ready for 2011 but, if not, he said he would work with the
organisers to ensure growth at the existing location.
www.spsaviation.net
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LET THE SHOW BEGIN: THEIR HIGHNESSES SHEIKH MOHAMMED
BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM, UAE VICE PRESIDENT AND PRIME
MINISTER AND RULER OF DUBAI, AND SHEIKH MOHAMMED
BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN, CROWN PRINCE OF ABU DHABI AND
DEPUTY SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE UAE ARMED FORCES
INAUGURATE THE DUBAI AIRSHOW 2009

‘A LOT OF GOOD SIGNS
FOR THE FUTURE’

Exhibitors found that while
the show had little in the
way of order announcements, it more than made
up for it with the calibre of
visitors. Marwan Attalla,
CEO of the Jordanian training company Ayla, said:
“We were very pleased
with the level of visitors we
saw from the airlines and
the industry. There were
a lot of good signs for the
future.” The United Arab Emirates civil market, which has
traditionally led the way with mega-orders through Emirates
or Etihad airlines, remained quiet and the new orders came
instead from the military side.
During the show, Sweden’s Saab announced that the UAE
would buy two Saab 340 turboprops equipped with the Erieye
radar for SEK1.5 billion ($217 million; Rs 1,000 crore). The
deal allows the UAE to deploy an airborne radar to handle
rescue operations, border security and air-to-air surveillance
in combat, but US contractors contend that the UAE will continue to pursue a more advanced platform and system than
the Saab 340 for the long-term. The UAE was dropping hints
of strong interest in the UK’s R1 Sentinel airborne standoff radar (ASTOR) platform, utilising the Bombardier Global Express
business jet and modified by Raytheon.
Boeing and Northrop Grumman officials, who had proposed
the 737 Wedgetail and E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, respectively,
argued that the Saab 340 is an interim capability. The UAE still
plans to buy a more advanced system after learning how to

SOME INDUSTRIES HAVE
SUFFERED BUT WE HAVE
CONTINUED TO SEE
GROWTH HERE IN THE
AVIATION BUSINESS... OUR
AIRLINES ARE GOING AHEAD
WITH OUR INVESTMENTS.
WE ARE NOT CANCELLING.
WE ARE LEADERS NOT
FOLLOWERS AND WE HAVE
PROVED BEFORE THAT WE
ARE PREPARED TO TAKE
RISKS WHEN OTHERS ARE
SHELTERING.
—HH SHEIKH AHMED BIN
SAEED AL MAKTOUM,
CHAIRMAN, EMIRATES
AIRLINE

use an Airborne Early
Warning & Control
platform. The 737 and
E-2D -and, possibly,
the Saab 2000 -will remain in contention for
the final contract. Both
the E-2D and the 737
Wedgetail made appearances side-by-side
on the static line, with
the latter overcoming
three years of delays to
be en route for delivery
to the Royal Australian Air Force. RAAF officials plan to operate the Wedgetail as a training asset only until glitches with
electronic support measures equipment are resolved.
ACHIEVEMENT & ANTICIPATION

Another strong winner at the show was Swiss manufacturer
Pilatus which won a contract worth $491 million (Rs 2,270
crore) to provide the UAE with a new pilot training system
based on its PC-21 turboprop. The deal covers the delivery
of 25 PC-21s from 2011, plus related ground-based training
equipment and logistics support.
Pilatus says its selection followed “an extremely tough
and thorough evaluation by the UAE”, which had also considered types including the Alenia Aermacchi M-311 and Embraer EMB-314 Super Tucano. The Swiss manufacturer had
emerged as the front-runner earlier this year to secure the
deal, and Alenia Aermacchi’s choice to not exhibit its M-311
jet at the show appeared to have confirmed the decision before an announcement.
Alenia Aermacchi is already negotiating the sale of 48 of
Issue 11 • 2009
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its M-346 Master advanced jet trainers to the UAE. The Italian firm was credited with having won the advanced trainer
contract back in February but plans to confirm that deal at
the show were held back as negotiations continue. Sources
in UAE air force say there is a reluctance to be the first major
customer for the type.
It wasn’t just Alenia awaiting news of a big deal. Throughout the week of the show there was expectation that the UAE
Air Force might announce the long-awaited order for a new
fleet of French-made Dassault Rafale fighters but the show
came and went with the agreement remaining on hold. However, hints that the deal is on its way became apparent when
an Abu Dhabi-based joint venture created in anticipation of
such a deal, moved forward.
Since announcing their partnership last February, MBDA
and Baynuna Aviation have completed the process of incorporating the joint venture, said Jean-Luc Lamothe, MBDA Group

shows seeking its first export order. Its appearance in Dubai
follows the two-seat jet’s debut at the MAKS air show in Moscow three months ago.
There were some major announcements on the air transport side led by Airbus which revealed commitments across
its broad product range covering a total of 33 aircraft, valued at over $5.3 billion (Rs 24,525 crore). These included
firm orders for 15 aircraft worth more than $3.6 billion (Rs
16,658.5 crore), plus memorandum of understanding (MoU)
agreements for a further 18 aircraft totalling around $1.7
billion (Rs 7,866 crore).
The highlights of the show included firm orders for Airbus’ newest products: from Air Austral for two A380s worth
$655 million (Rs 3,030 crore), and from Ethiopian Airlines
for 12 A350-900s worth $2.9 billion (Rs 13,420 crore). In
addition, Comlux placed a firm order for one Airbus Corporate Jet (ACJ) worth $75 million (Rs 347 crore).

STAR GAZING:
(TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT)
THE EUROFIGHTER
TYPHOON, PILATUS’
PC-21, AN ALPHA JET
OF THE AEROBATIC
TEAM PATROUILLE
DE FRANCE, ALENIA
AERMACCHI’S
M-346; (BOTTOM,
LEFT TO RIGHT)
AIRBUS A320,
CHINA’S L-15
FALCON, THE F-22

Director for Export. The new business is set up to first produce
systems for MBDA weapons that would accompany a Dassault
Rafale purchase, he said. It would eventually also perform final
assembly work on weapons in the Rafale armament package.
The MBDA-Baynuna joint venture will start operations in
January, Lamothe said. “At this moment, things seem to be
progressing rather well.” Starting up a new weapons manufacturing plant is a relatively slow process, requiring the
joint venture to start operations even in advance of a signed
contract, he said.
SURPRISE DISPLAYS, SUBSTANTIAL SALES

The Rafale performed every day of the show and the whole
event was given an extra boost by the surprise display appearances of the Eurofighter Typhoon which has been ordered
by the Royal Saudi Arabian Airforce and the American F-22
which led a large contingent of US participation at the show.
Also on display was China’s latest aerospace export candidate—the L-15 Falcon advanced jet trainer—which gave a
rare glimpse of the supersonic aircraft outside its home country. The L-15, a product of Hongdu Aviation and a lookalike
of the Yakovlev Yak-130, is making the rounds of major air
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The MoU commitments included: 10 A320s worth $770
million (Rs 3,560 crore) from Yemenia Airlines; four A320s
plus two A330-200s together worth $670 million (Rs 3,100
crore) from Senegal Airlines; and one A320 plus one A330200 worth $258 million (Rs 1,195 crore) from Nepal Airlines.
‘WE HAD A GOOD AIRSHOW’

In addition to these, Airbus announced in Dubai the launch of
its new “Sharklet” large wingtip devices, specially designed for
the A320 Family to reduce its fuel burn by around 3.5 per cent
and improve both payload-range and climb performance. Air
New Zealand is the launch customer for the Sharklets which
are specified for its future A320 fleet.
John Leahy, Chief Operating Officer, Customers commented: “We had a good airshow—better than many expected. But
our industry is not out of the woods yet. There will be a difficult
winter ahead of us, but with the deals we made in Dubai and
the interest in our products that we saw here, spring may not
be that far away.”
Brazilian manufacturer Embraer was celebrating at the
show, too, as Oman Air placed an order for five of its regional
jets—the E175—for delivery from the first quarter of 2011.
www.spsaviation.net
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WE HAVE SEEN A LOT
MORE HAPPENING WITH
LOCALLY-BASED COMPANIES
MOVING FURTHER UP THE
SUPPLY CHAIN... WHILE
DUBAI 2009 WON’T BE
REMEMBERED FOR ITS
ORDER LIST, IT WILL BE
REMEMBERED AS THE
EVENT THAT KICKED OFF
A LOT OF TALKS AND A
REAL POWER SHIFT IN
REGIONAL INVOLVEMENT.
—ALISON WELLER,
DIRECTOR, F&E AEROSPACE

The deal is worth
$177.5 million (Rs 820
crore). Four of the aircraft will be operated
by Oman Air in a twoclass 72-seat layout.
The fifth will be operated by the Omani police force. The deal includes purchase rights
for five more aircraft.
The manufacturer has
aircraft with Egypt Air,
Royal Jordanian and
Saudi Arabian Airlines,
and plans to select a
location for a Middle
East spares warehouse
during the first half of
2010 to better support its growing band
of airline customers in
the region.
ABU DHABI TO BUILD
BUSINESS JET

On the business aviation front, there was
a surprise announcement from the Abu
Dhabi
investment
powerhouse Mubadala which claimed
Abu Dhabi will build
its own business jet
within nine years. The
state-run
sovereign
wealth fund used the show to make two major joint venture
manufacturing deals, with Airbus and with Boeing.
The Boeing agreement involved working together on
future aerospace technology projects including composite
manufacturing, engineering, research and development,
commercial maintenance, repair and overhaul, military
maintenance and sustainment, pilot training and people development. The pact with Airbus fleshes out a 2008 deal,
and sees Strata build aileron composite panels and shipsets
for the A330/A340. At the show, Mubadala held a ceremony
to officially launch construction of the Strata factory at the
airport in the oasis city of Al Ain. The plant, which will open
in early 2011, will also build parts for ATR aircraft. Mubadala already has a separate agreement with Finmeccanica.
In the clearest sign yet of the timetable it has set itself
to become a top-tier aerospace player, Homaid Al Shemmari, Mubadala’s Associate Director, Business Development,
said: “Our ambition is to build an aircraft in Abu Dhabi by
2018.” The favourite partner for any airframe manufacturing venture is Piaggio, the Italian maker of the iconic Avanti
twin-pusher, which Mubadala co-owns along with Indian
combine Tata. Genoa-based Piaggio is developing its first
business jet, although few details have emerged about the
design or its likely launch date.
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NEW WINGS FUEL
THE EXCITEMENT

BREATHTAKING:
THE EUROFIGHTER
TYPHOON (SEEN
HERE FLYING OVER
DUBAI AT THE
AIRSHOW) HAS
BEEN ORDERED BY
THE ROYAL SAUDI
ARABIAN AIRFORCE

Cessna used the show
to hand over the keys
of the first Middle Eastern Citation X fitted
with elliptical winglets
to Saudi’s Wallan Aviation. The distributor’s
Chairman Saad Wallan
said the aircraft, with
its range extending
blended winglets, alWE HAD A GOOD
lows for non-stop travAIRSHOW—BETTER THAN
el between Riyadh and
London at the Citation
MANY EXPECTED. BUT OUR
X’s signature highINDUSTRY IS NOT OUT OF
speed cruise at Mach
0.92. The newly introTHE WOODS YET. THERE
duced winglets add a
WILL BE A DIFFICULT WINTER
15kt (28 km/h) boost
AHEAD
OF US, BUT WITH THE
in cruise speed and
545 kg (1,200lb) more
DEALS WE MADE IN DUBAI
payload at hot and
AND THE INTEREST IN OUR
high airports, as well
PRODUCTS THAT WE SAW
as a 280 km (150nm)
increase in range.
HERE, SPRING MAY NOT BE
Helicopter-maker
THAT FAR AWAY.
Sikorsky announced
—JOHN
LEAHY, CHIEF
at the show that Abu
Dhabi’s Falcon AviaOPERATING OFFICER,
tion Services (FAS) will
CUSTOMERS, AIRBUS
become the launch
customer of the new
Sikorsky S-76 helicopter, with a firm order
for two aircraft and
options to purchase two more, FAS provides a wide array of
helicopter services, ranging from aerial tours to offshore oil
and gas transport. The S-76D helicopters are scheduled for delivery to FAS starting in 2011 and will be configured for VIP
corporate, helitaxi, and offshore oil and gas support missions.
Dubai could also be soon manufacturing its own helicopters following the acquisition of a small Ukrainian
helicopter company by Dubai-based Perla Group International. “I went to buy a helicopter and came back owning
the company,” Perla’s Founder and Chief Executive Charles
D’Alberto said at the show.
Perla completed the acquisition of Poltava, Ukrainebased DB Aerocopter in November and D’Alberto, whose
company has interests in telecommunications, aviation and
security, says that he plans to move assembly of its twoseat helicopter to Dubai fed by components supplied from
Ukraine. This would be a ground-breaking development for
the region, as there is currently no local manufacturing of
complete aircraft in the region. “We have seen a lot more
happening with locally-based companies moving further up
the supply chain,” Alison Weller said. “While Dubai 2009
won’t be remembered for its order list, it will be remembered as the event that kicked off a lot of talks and a real
power shift in regional involvement.” SP
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MILITARY

PLAAF
in Tibet

NEIGHBOURHOOD

The

China’s military capability in and around Tibet
Autonomous Region and its implications for the IAF

D

By Air Marshal (Retd)
ESPITE THE HIGH
ratio of Tibetans to Han in the cities
DECIBEL RHETORIC
of TAR is 1:3, while the Tibetans are
Narayan Menon, Bangalore
flowing from both
the majority in rural areas. There
sides on territorial
is simmering discontent among the
claims and counterTibetans about this creeping ‘Sinoclaims, it is unlikely
cisation’ of TAR through Han migraIndia and China will be involved in
tion and economic marginalisation
a shooting war in the near future as
of the native population.
both countries concentrate on economic growth and domestic
issues. The meeting between the Prime Ministers of the two CHINESE PRESENCE & POWER
countries in Thailand on October 24 has cooled the tempera- China has constructed 14 major airbases in the Tibetan Plature somewhat. But, while China follows the “24 character teau and there are about 20 airstrips like those in Arunachal
strategy” propounded by Deng Xiao Ping, India would do well Pradesh. China’s People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF)
to remember General Sundarji’s wise words, “Being weak is has established bases at Hoping, Pangta, Shiquanhe, Bayixinnot virtuous, being prepared is not provocative.”
cun (in Central Tibet opposite Arunachal Pradesh) and Kong
A 4,000 km long border between India and China re- Ka. There are two airfields at Lhasa, airfields at Shannan,
mains unsettled due to historical reasons. After China as- Xigaze and an additional four in the sector which can be made
similated Tibet into the Peoples’ Republic and India accept- operational quickly. Many have runways of 4,000 m length.
ed this fact, many areas along the border remain disputed A major airfield has been constructed at Nyingtri at Linzhi in
despite endless but fruitless joint meetings between the rep- SE TAR. Lhasa is connected to Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai,
resentatives of the two countries.
Guangzhou, Chongqing, Xian and Xinin by domestic flights.
Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) is the shrunken remains There are a few international flights also. Most airfields can
of a much larger Tibet. It is 1,222,000 sq km in area with accommodate operations by civil aircraft of the Boeing 767
Xingjiang Uyghur Autonomous region to its north. In its east and Airbus 340 class. China has the capability to transfer 12
are the provinces of Sichuan and Yunnan. In the south are divisions in 30 days into the TAR from other regions.
Myanmar, India, Bhutan and Nepal. To its west lies more InBeijing’s vastly improved heavy lift capability over long
dian territory. It has an average elevation of 4,900 m and the distances was demonstrated during the Exercise Stride-2009.
Tibetan Plateau is the highest region on earth. It is isolated In this largest ever tactical exercise conducted by Chinese
by the Himalayan ranges to the south, Karakoram ranges armed forces, 50,000 troops were moved from five provinces
to the west and Kunlun Mountains to the north. South TAR in 13 days to North East China. Troops opposite Taiwan or
is situated entirely in the Himalayas with Mount Everest at those in Beijing Province were not deployed. Chengdu prov8,850 m being the highest peak. Kailash range, an offshoot ince opposite India did not participate in the exercise. PLAAF
of the Himalayas, branches off to the north and then runs aircraft and requisitioned civil airliners were employed for
parallel to the main chain. Between Kailash range and the this massive airlift. Rail transportation was also used to
main chain is a river valley that extends 1,000km. Brahma- move heavy weapons on flat bed trailers with troops travelputra river flows from west to east along a major part of this ling in passenger coaches. Those participating in Stride-2009
valley. The Ganges, Indus and Sutlej rivers have their head- included People’s Liberation Army (PLA) infantry, PLAAF,
waters in Western Tibet, while those of Mekong, Yangtze and Special Operations Units, army aviation troops, electronic
Huang Ho (Yellow River) rivers are in Northern Tibet.
warfare companies, photo reconnaissance units, Unmanned
TAR is divided into seven Prefectures with capital Lhasa Aerial Vehicle groups, and short wave interference stations.
being a City Prefecture. There are 2.7 million Tibetans in TAR China’s indigenous satellite navigation and positioning sysand an additional 2.7 million in adjacent areas. In contrast, tem, BEIDOU, was utilised for communications during the
the Chinese Han population is estimated at 7.2 million. The exercise to maintain confidentiality and more importantly, to
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The PLAAF can offset
this disadvantage to
Tash Kerkhan
some extent by takingHongqi Lapu
off with full armament
Maza
and minimal fuel loads
Dahongliutan
and carry out in-flight
Tielongtan
refuelling to extend
Qinghai province
Songxi
radius of operations of
Duoma
Ritu
its combat fleet. As a
Golmud
Xining
Gar
Tibet
Mardo
(Shinquanhe)
lesson learnt from the
A.R.
Namuru
Kargil war, the Indian
Mt Kailash
Lake Manasarovar
Yushu
Air Force (IAF) would
Shiqu
Nangqian
Sok Baqing
know that the perforManigange
Ma’erkang
mance envelope of
Naqu
Dege
Ganzl
Dingqing Riwoche
surface-to-air missiles
Dangxlong
Chamdo Baiyu Luhuo
Dujiangyan
Daofu Danba
Bangda
Chengdu
expands due to the inLitang Kangking
2
Basu
Lhasa
1
Ya’an
Borni
Nepal
Zougong Botang
Bayi
creased temperature
Yajiang Luding
Tsetang
Mangkang
differential between the
Xlangcheng
Bhutan
missile’s seeker-head
Daocheng
Deqin
Sichuan
Province
Arunachal
Shangri La
Pradesh
and the jet exhaust of
Lijiang
the fighter aircraft.
The IAF has built
Dali
Major Airfields
up enough experience
Kunming
Major Roads
in operations from
Railway line
runways at high elYunnan province
Proposed Railway line
evations and strikes at
targets located at high
altitudes. The IAF is
aware of the vulnerabilities and weakpoints of such exercisavoid dependence on foreign systems.
es and will exploit all its knowledge in the event of a conflict
While Tibet was not activated during Stride-2009, a mes- at the India-China border. Runway denial and interdiction
sage was conveyed to China’s neighbours and the rest of the are obvious choices as would be offensive counter air misworld that Beijing has the capability to move large military sions. The operationalisation of DBO, Fukche and Nyoma in
formations in compressed time periods. The rail line from Ladakh sector, upgrading of major bases at Bareilly, Tezpur
Golmud in Qinghai to Lhasa, completed in 2006, adds a new and Chabua are indications that the IAF has a focussed plan
dimension to China’s build-up in TAR. This 1,142 km long to meet exigencies along the India-China border. The availrail line, laid over permafrost, connects Lhasa to Beijing, ability of airfields at Darbhanga, Bihta and Purnea expands
Shanghai, Chengdu, Guangzhou and Xining. The over 4,000 its location options.
km run from Lhasa to Beijing is covered in about 48 hours.
Similarly, the Indian Army is well prepared to meet any
China has plans to build 13,000 km of high speed rail tracks contingency along the border. The 1962 Indo-Sino conflict
by 2012. Of this, 185 km has been completed. These tracks is history and an impartial analysis has indicated that the
are compatible with trains running at speeds in the region of kill ratio, in the event of a shooting war, would be in India’s
350 kmph. The tracks over permafrost can accept speeds of favour. And the IAF is likely to remain qualitatively superior
up to 120 kmph. There is the danger of climate change pro- to the PLAAF for the foreseeable future. But India needs to
cesses affecting the longevity of the tracks laid on permafrost clean up its act as regards the Defence Research and Develand these are also vulnerable to heat creating munitions.
opment Organisation which should begin to show practical
China has plans to extend the rail network up to the Ti- results of the vast resources sunk into its programmes.
betan town of Dromo, which is near Nathu La and Sikkim.
India has to tighten its cyber security while honing up
China is deploying ICBMs DF-31 and DF-31A at Delingha the tools to hack into adversaries’ systems when the occawhich lies north of Tibet and these can target the entire In- sion so demands. A common backbone C4ISR (command,
dian sub-continent. The Karakoram Highway is to be wid- control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveilened to 30 m from the present 10 m to permit heavy vehicles lance and reconnaissance) should be created for joint milito negotiate this route. While ostensibly for augmenting the tary operations with individual communication systems as
carrying capacity from Karachi port into China, the military fall-back options. Most importantly, India needs to discard
implications are obvious.
the reactive mindset and plan ahead for creation of greater
capacities in military-industrial endeavours. The Chinese
THE IAF HAS A FOCUSSED PLAN
have a head start in creation of capabilities in the border
While the lay of the land gives advantage to the PLA for sur- areas, but India has sufficient resident genius and creativity
face operations, the runway elevations hinder air operations. to match those capabilities. SP
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Dossier
Danger

Practice

Forced Landing

By Air Marshal (Retd)
B.N. Gokhale, Pune

SAFE LANDING: THE
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
TRAINER, L-39

PHOTOGRAPH: WWW.AERO.CZ

I

ATTENDED THE 43RD QUALIFIED FLYING Instructors’ Course in June 1973. It was the first time that
flying training was to be carried out on the newly acquired Kiran jet trainer along with the good old HT-2.
The intention was to train a few instructors, who would then
be able to teach the budding pilots at the Air Force Academy
(AFA), Dundigal. As the junior most trainees’ Qualified Flying Instructor (QFI), I was flying with my instructor, then
Squadron Leader Pingale, we also had the unique experience of unintentionally entering and recovering from an inverted spin. Due to this unusual coincidence, the Chief Test
Pilot at Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, Bengaluru, had interviewed both of us.
On completion of the course, six of us QFIs were posted to
the Kiran Flight at AFA. Along with six other senior instructors, who had also converted to Kiran, we were to train 20
flight cadets of 113 F (P) course directly on the Kiran trainer,
after their basic training on the HT-2. We taught Practice
Forced Landing (PFL) to the flight cadets. The simulation
was carried out by setting the throttle to idle, air-brakes out
and flaps to take-off position. With this configuration we
used to get a Rate of Descent of approximately 1,200-1,500
ft/min. The classical pattern had designated heights of 5,500
ft for High Key, 4,000 ft for the Mid Key and 2,500 ft at Low
Key, which is abeam the landing dumbbell on downwind. Kiran is a dependable trainer fitted with a Rolls-Royce engine.
One morning, I along with a senior instructor was carrying
out Continuity Training. Having completed the assigned manoeuvres, we had enough fuel left over, to carry out one PFL
and a couple of circuits and landings. As we were about to
initiate the PFL, a thought occurred as to why not switch off
the engine and ascertain whether the simulated configuration matches with actual conditions.
We sought permission from the Air Traffic Control to
carry out a PFL and were asked to report at High Key. Then,
without giving too much of thought to propriety, we actually switched the engine off, plunging the cockpit in silence.
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Possibly my earlier
experience of carrying
out an engine-off pattern
in the Kiran gave me the
conﬁdence of gliding the
L-39 back to the airﬁeld.
I made it to the runway,
literally, by the skin of my
teeth.
Seated side-by-side, we looked at each other, as if reassuring
ourselves of a safe recovery. The aircraft flew well. We had
naturally not selected the air-brakes out or the flaps to takeoff, but the aircraft wasn’t losing as much height as we were
used to in a PFL. We had to, therefore, zigzag a bit to reach
both the Mid Key and Low Key points. On the approach, we
lowered the flaps early to get the correct perspective. On the
short finals we had decided to relight the engine, which it
did on the very first attempt. We then carried out an overshoot, for a full stop, thereafter.
Having realised that the configuration selected during
PFL were not replicating the actual conditions of an engineoff landing, we were now wondering as to how to put this
across to the seniors; after all we had not been authorised
to do so. Normally, such issues are in the realm of test flying and are so tasked. However, knowing the seriousness in
case of an actual incident, we decided to tell the truth. To our
surprise, the Chief Flying Instructor was very receptive and
after a reprimand, he asked us to write out a proper report
and additional briefing points.
Few years later, I went to Iraq as a Flying Instructor and
within just a few days started flying the Czechoslovakian
trainer, L-39. It was probably my seventh or eighth instructional sortie on the new type, wherein pupils were taken up
for a four-aircraft tactical formation. In one of the manoeuvres, my hefty Iraqi pupil in the front cockpit switched off
the engine by mistake. I took over the controls, but with my
poor Arabic and the pupil’s broken English, I could not instruct him properly to restart the engine. However, I kept my
cool and kept gliding back to the airfield even as the other
formation members urged us to eject.
Possibly my earlier experience of carrying out an engineoff pattern in the Kiran gave me the confidence of gliding the
L-39 back to the airfield. I made it to the runway, literally,
by the skin of my teeth. Moral of the story: in aviation one
must avoid unnecessary risk. However, if confronted with an
emergency, stay cool to pull off a safe recovery. SP
www.spsaviation.net
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N THE DOMAIN OF polar exploration, one name—Richard
Byrd—towers above all others.
Byrd’s major achievement was
to use the aircraft, radio,
camera, and other modern devices
to assist the polar quest. He made
full use of ski-planes, ship-based
seaplanes, and even helicopters
for transport, reconnaissance,
mapping and aerial photography
missions during his five Antarctic
expeditions.
Born into an eminent family
in Winchester, Virginia, USA, on
October 25, 1888, at age 13, Richard Evelyn Byrd was sent on a trip
around the world—alone. This fired
in him a lifelong thirst for discovery and adventure. At 20, he joined
the US Naval Academy, learnt flying and subsequently became a
flying instructor. After World War
I, he worked on improving aerial
navigation over the sea, when neither land nor horizon is visible.
This proved invaluable in tackling
‘white out’ (when sky and snow
are of almost the same whiteness,
hence distinguishing a horizon becomes near impossible) during his
later polar expeditions. Byrd also
developed a ‘bubble’ sextant and a
drift indicator.
In 1925, Byrd commanded a
naval flying unit that assisted an
American expedition to the Arctic. This probably inspired him
to make a private attempt at flying over the North Pole. On May
9, 1926, Byrd acting as navigator
and Floyd Bennett as pilot made
what they claimed was the first
flight over the North Pole. They
took off from Spits Bergen, Norway; in a tri-motor Fokker named
Josephine Ford. Several hours
later, they circled the North Pole.
An engine oil leak threatened their
return but they made it safely back,
totalling 15 hours and 57 minutes
in flight. They were awarded the US
Congressional Medal of Honour and
acclaimed as national heroes. However, almost immediately, the feat was
engulfed in controversy that lasted for
decades. Part of it can be ascribed to
jealous rivals in the race to the North
Pole. However, of more consequence
is the argument that the speed of
their aircraft made it physically inca-

pable of reaching the North Pole and
returning in the time flown. Further,
entries in Byrd’s flight diary, discovered only in 1996, seem to indicate

RICHARD E.BYRD
(1888 – 1957)
On May 9, 1926, Byrd
acting as navigator and
Floyd Bennett as pilot
made what they claimed
was the ﬁrst ﬂight over the
North Pole. However, the
feat was engulfed in
controversy that lasted for
decades. In contrast, his ﬂight
to the South Pole was a
complete triumph.
that the aircraft had been perhaps
240 km from the North Pole at the
closest. Passionate Byrd supporters
say strong tail winds could have assisted the flight and insist Byrd may
well have reached the North Pole
“within the instrument error uncertainty” of his era.
In contrast, Byrd’s flight to the
South Pole was a complete triumph.
At 1529 hours on November 28, 1929,
Byrd and three companions took
off from their Antarctica base, Little

America, on the historic first-flight.
The heavily loaded Floyd Bennett proceeded to climb towards the Pole. By
2115 hours they had climbed to 9,000
ft but were still 2,000 ft too
low to attain the Polar Plateau. As the plane struggled
to gain the necessary altitude
they dumped excess supplies
and equipment. Finally, they
succeeded. Observations over
the plateau showed them
just 50 miles from the Pole.
Shortly after midnight on November 29, the Floyd Bennett
flew over the South Pole. They
continued a few miles beyond
the Pole and then to the right
and left to compensate for any
possible navigational errors.
Byrd dropped a small American flag, and then commenced
the return. They landed at
Little America at 1010 hours
on November 29—having covered a distance of 1,560 miles,
in 18 hours and 41 minutes.
When Byrd returned to the US
in 1930, he was conferred additional honours and awards,
including promotion to the
rank of Rear Admiral.
Byrd’s remaining career
centred round the Antarctica,
which seemed to perpetually
fascinate him. The continent
almost took his life in 1933.
During five solitary months
making careful meteorological
and auroral observations, he
was practically incapacitated
by carbon monoxide poisoning
from a poorly-ventilated stove
and was rescued just in time.
Byrd died peacefully in his
sleep in Boston on March 11,
1957. A modest man, he never
flaunted his 22 citations and
special commendations, nine for bravery and two for extraordinary heroism
in saving the lives of others. Nor did
he boast of his medals, which included
the Congressional Medal of Honour,
the Congressional Life Saving Medal,
the Distinguished Service Medal, the
Flying Cross and the Navy Cross. He
preferred to dwell on what had been
achieved and what went wrong. SP
—Group Captain (Retd)
Joseph Noronha,
Goa
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MILITARY
Asia-Pacific
IAF orders more Tejas
LCAs to replace MiG-21s

The Indian Air Force (IAF) is
taking a crucial step towards
accepting the indigenous Tejas
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) as
a replacement for its ageing
MiG-21 fighters. Senior air
force officers revealed that
IAF was ordering a second
Tejas squadron (20 aircraft),
in addition to the 20 fighters
already on order. So far, IAF
had insisted on evaluating
the performance of the first
squadron before ordering a
second, by 2015-2016. That
would allow the Tejas to be
upgraded to the Tejas Mark II,
which would have a new, more
powerful engine. But now, with
its fighter fleet dwindling, as
the old MiG-21s are retired,
IAF is taking the Tejas as it is,
at least for now.
Pratt & Whitney’s F100-229
delivered to Pak air force
Pratt & Whitney has delivered the first Pakistan Air
Force F100-PW-229 Engine
Enhancement Package (EEP)
engine to Pakistan this week,
for installation in their F-16
Block 52 aircraft. “We are
honoured by Pakistan Air
Force’s decision to continue
with Pratt & Whitney as the
propulsion for their F-16 Fleet.
Building on the legacy of the
F100-PW-220 in operation
for more than 25 years, we
look forward to providing new
F100-PW-229 EEP engine to
power their latest purchase of
F-16s,” said Bill Begert, Vice
President of Military Business
Development and Aftermarket
Services for Pratt & Whitney
during the recently concluded
Dubai Air Show. “We look
forward to continuing the long
and successful relationship
by delivering high quality,
dependable engines to our
customers in Pakistan.”
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IAF flies out 1,300 stranded
civilians in J&K
On a request from the Jammu
and Kashmir (J&K) government, the IAF responded
promptly by pressing into
service two of its IL-76 aircraft
from Western Air Command on
November 24. The two heavy
air-lifters, piloted by Wing
Commander Deepak and Wing
Commander Narula, respectively, flew six sorties between
Leh and Srinagar in a relentless effort to airlift the more
than 1,300 stranded civilians.
Snowfall in mid-November
had led to the closure of Zozilla
Pass, preventing the transit
of local population between
Kargil and Srinagar. The IAF,
apart from constant air maintenance operations in support
of the Indian Army stationed in
the north has always come to
the aid of the civilian population in J&K region during the
closure of passes due to heavy
snow fall every year or in the
event of any other emergent or
unprecedented situation.
Upgradation of IAF’s
MiG-29 squadrons
India’s Defence Minister A.K.
Antony in a written reply in

the Lok Sabha said the government had signed a contract for
upgradation of MiG-29 aircraft
with M/s Russian Aircraft Corporation (RAC MiG). The MiG29 aircraft upgrade is planned
in two phases, namely, Design
& Development (D&D) phase in

AAI CORP
• AAI Corp. has been awarded a contract to fund re-wing engineering change
proposal for the Shadow unmanned
aircraft system. Estimated date of
completion is January 31, 2011.
AGUSTAWESTLAND

Russia and series upgrade in
India. Upgrade of six aircraft
in D&D phase had commenced
from August 2008. The series
upgrade for the remaining aircraft is expected to be carried
out in India from June 2010.
Optical fibre cable network
for India’s defence forces
Defence Minister A.K. Antony
revealed that the Government
of India proposes to set up a
state-of-the-art optical fibre
cable network for its defence
forces. The estimated cost of
the network is Rs 9,970 crore,
including Rs 1,077 crore for

IFSCON 2009: INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR DRAWS
THE SPOTLIGHT ON FLIGHT SAFETY
Inspired by the success of the International Flight Safety Conference (IFSCON) in 2006 and 2007, an idea was mooted to build
upon the progress achieved in these conferences by organising
IFSCON 09. At the two-day conference that commenced on October 9 in the Air Force Auditorium, Subroto Park, Delhi, a wide
range of topics were presented and deliberated on, and consensus reached on a number of issues. Defence Minister A.K. Antony
addressed the seminar during the closing session.
The seminar was attended by delegates from 16 foreign air
forces and a host of representatives from Indian aviation-related organisations. Defence Attaches of 24 countries were invited for the conference which also saw participation by representatives of Atlantis Inertial Navigation Systems, UK. Besides
high-ranking officials of the Indian Air Force, the Indian delegates included representatives from the concerned ministries,
military and para-military organisations, Directorate General
of Civil Aviation, Airports Authority of India, Air India and other
private domestic airlines.
The conference was structured to be conducted in six sessions which included the inaugural, four technical and the
closing session. Useful lessons were drawn on aviation safety
and meaningful discussions were held on modern approaches
for aircraft accident prevention. IFSCON 09 made a significant
contribution towards fostering mutually beneficial cooperation
among the participating nations and enhanced the country’s international image and relations. •
—Directorate General (Flight Safety & Inspection), Air HQ
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• AgustaWestland’s first prototype
of the AW149 multi-role military
medium twin helicopter has successfully
completed its maiden flight at the company’s Vergiate plant. The first helicopter
will be followed by a second prototype
in 2010 with the aim to achieve initial
operational capability in 2014.
• JSC Euro-Asia Air of Kazakhstan has
taken delivery of two AW139 medium
twin helicopters. The 15-seat offshore
configured AW139s will be used for
transport operations in Kazakhstan’s
section of the Caspian Sea.
AIRBUS
• Ethiopian Airlines has ordered 12
Airbus A350 XWB aircraft, bringing total
orders for the A350 XWB family to 505,
within less than three years after launch
of the programme. In selecting the
A350-900 to operate from their hub in
Addis Ababa on routes to Europe, the
US and Asia, Ethiopian Airlines becomes
the latest member in Airbus’ family of
over 300 customers.
AIR AUSTRAL
• Air Austral, based in Saint Denis, La
Réunion, has ordered two A380s, the
most eco-efficient airliner in service
today. Powered by Engine Alliance
engines and seating around 840 passengers in a single-class configuration,
the aircraft will be operated on the
high-density route from La Réunion to
Paris, France.
AIRBUS MILITARY
• Airbus Military achieved a milestone
in the A400M military airlifter
programme when all four Europrop
International TP400 turboprops on the
aircraft were run simultaneously for the
first time, culminating a series of tests
conducted over 72 hours.
BOEING
• The Boeing Company has been
awarded a USAF contract for more
than 2,900 Joint Direct Attack Muniwww.spsaviation.net
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Boeing delivers third F/A-18F
Super Hornet to Australia

On November 5, Boeing announced it had delivered the
Royal Australian Air Force’s
(RAAF) third F/A-18F Block
II Super Hornet three months
ahead of schedule on September 30, after completing
production on the multi-role
fighter at Boeing Integrated
Defense Systems’ St. Louis
facility. Boeing publicly debuted the first of the RAAF’s
24 Super Hornets in St. Louis
on July 8. Each of the three
completed aircraft has been
delivered three months ahead
of schedule. The remaining
RAAF Super Hornets, each
equipped with the Raytheonbuilt APG-79 Active Electronically Scanned Array radar, will
be delivered through 2011.

Americas
Dhruv accident in Ecuador
The export potential of
Advanced Light Helicopter,
Dhruv, may suffer a setback
following the crash of one of
the helicopters and its subsequent grounding in Ecuador.
Earlier this year, Ecuador had
purchased seven units during
the Aero India from Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
A statement posted on HAL’s
website stated: “As a matter of
principle, HAL would not like
to speculate on the causes of
the incident based on the media reports available in public
domain. The HAL team, which
was already in Ecuador providing maintenance support,
is assisting the Ecuadorian Air
Force in its investigations. In
addition, a three member team
of senior specialists, including
HAL’s Chief Test Pilot, has been

QuickRoundUp

TACDE RECEIVES PRESIDENTIAL STANDARD
The Tactics and Air
Combat
Development Establishment
(TACDE) is a premier institution of
the Indian Air Force
(IAF). It has the responsibility of shaping the future of the
air force by training
young pilots and fighter controllers. Today, TACDE conducts prestigious courses for air warriors from different branches of the
IAF. Till date, TACDE has conducted 62 Fighter Strike/Combat
Leader courses, nine Helicopter Combat Leader courses, 29 Master Fighter Controller courses, 30 Pilot Attack Instructor courses
plus a whole host of short duration orientation courses in the
above-mentioned areas of expertise.
In acknowledgement and recognition of their selfless devotion, professionalism, courage in the face of adversity and outstanding performance in the past four decades, the President of
India, Pratibha Devisingh Patil, awarded the prestigious ‘Standard’ to TACDE in a colourful ceremony on November 10. The
Standard was received by Squadron Leader Udayan Kumar of
TACDE in the presence of Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal
P.V. Naik, Air Marshal S. Mukherji, Commodore Commandant
TACDE and Group Captain Surat Singh, Commandant TACDE.
The ceremonial parade for the occasion, comprising six squadrons with 12 flights, put up an impressive show reflecting the high
standards of the IAF. The parade was reviewed by the President and
was witnessed by a host of dignitaries which included the Governor
and Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh, Marshal of the IAF, Chief
of the Air Staff, about 35 Air Marshals (serving and retired) and
other air warriors of the air force. After the parade, the President
released the First Day Cover and the Brochure. A spectacular air
show was the next event in which the recently acquired Airborne
Warning and Control System aircraft, along with MiG-21, MiG-27,
MiG-29, Mirage 2000 fighters and the Sarang team took part. •
—By Our Special Correspondent
PHOTOGRAPH: IAF PRO

the Air Force Network on
which work is underway. The
project will be implemented by
BSNL. The proposed network
will enable the defence forces
to shift certain wireless links
working in the coordinated frequency band to this network.

sent to Ecuador to provide all
necessary assistance in the investigation.” Dhruv has several
safety features such as twin
engines, dual flight control,
redundancy in critical systems,
self sealing fuel tanks, modern
fire protection devices and a
structure designed to ensure
crashworthiness.
Boeing delivers upgrades
for USAF ICBM system
The Boeing Company has delivered upgraded cryptography
devices to Northrop Grumman
Corporation and the US Air
Force (USAF) for the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM)
system. The devices provide
additional communications
security between the missile
system’s launch control centres
and launch facilities. The
new devices are part of the
ICBM Cryptography Upgrade

programme for ICBM missile
wings at air force bases F.E.
Warren in Wyoming, Malmstrom in Montana and Minot
in North Dakota.

Europe
Schiebel pact with DGA for
lease of Camcopter S-100

tion tail kits to be delivered in 2011
and 2012.
C-130 HERCULES
• Ramstein Air Base Airmen delivered
its last E-model C-130 Hercules to Powidz Air Base, Poland, ending 38 years
of service to the USAF but becoming the
latest addition to the Polish air force’s
fleet of strategic airlifters.
FINMECCANICA
• NATO Eurofighter and Tornado
Management Agency and Eurofighter
GmbH have signed a contract with
the Finmeccanica Group for providing
five-year integrated support services for
the Italian Air Force fleet of Eurofighter
aircraft. The services will be carried
out by Alenia Aeronautica in its role as
prime contractor, together with SELEX
Galileo and SELEX Communications and
the participating company Elettronica.
• Finmeccanica, via its Company
Alenia Aermacchi (a subsidiary of
Alenia Aeronautica), and ARMAEREO
(Direzione Generale per gli Armamenti
Aeronautici) have signed a contract to
provide the Italian Air Force with six M346 Master advanced trainer aircraft
(T-346A) and related flight simulators,
which together comprise an Integrated
Training System.
GE AVIATION AND
AVIC SYSTEMS
• GE Aviation of the US and AVIC
Systems of China have entered a JV to
develop and market integrated avionics
systems for commercial aircraft customers. The new avionics company, to be
headquartered in China, will offer fully
integrated, open architecture avionics
and services for future commercial
aircraft programmes.
IRAQI AIR FORCE
• For the first time since the re-formation of the Iraqi air force, an Iraqi pilot
has fired a missile from an aircraft. A
three-man Iraqi aircrew from Squadron
3 fired an AGM-114 Hellfire missile from
an AC-208 Caravan at a target on a
bombing range near Al Asad Air Base.

Following the success with the
first UAS ever to fly at the Paris
Air Show in June, Schiebel
has now won a contract with
the Direction générale de
l’armement (DGA). The Cam-

LOCKHEED MARTIN
• Lockheed Martin has delivered two
C-130Js to two different customers—a
C-130J to the USAF in Europe and a
KC-130J to the US Marine Corps.
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ENGINE ALLIANCE
Mary Ellen Jones has been
named President of the Engine Alliance, a 50/50 joint
venture of General Electric
and Pratt & Whitney. Jones
succeeds Jim Moravecek.
LOCKHEED MARTIN
Lockheed Martin has
announced four appointments within its Electronic
Systems business area.
Effective early 2010, the appointments are:
• Marillyn A. Hewson:
Executive Vice President of
Electronic Systems.
• John T. Lucas: Senior
Vice President of Human
Resources.
• William L. Graham:
Deputy to Information
Systems & Global Services
Executive Vice President
Linda Gooden.
• Orlando P. Carvalho:
President of Maritime Systems and Sensors.
EMBRAER
Embraer has named
Shorbani Roy Corporate
Communications Manager
for Asia. Based in Bangalore, Shorbani leads the
company’s media relations
activities in the region.
SAFRAN
Effective December 1,
Safran has announced the
following appointments:
• Xavier Sahut d’Izarn:
Vice President, Quality at
the Safran group.
• Didier Desnoyer: Vice
President of the Military
Engine Division at Snecma.
• Jean-Christophe Corde:
Safran Vice President,
International Development,
Europe and Africa, in the
Safran group’s International
Development division.
• Denis Vercherin: Vice
President, Production of the
Safran group.
GULFSTREAM
Gulfstream Aerospace
Corporation has appointed
Greg Laabs Vice President
and General Manager of its
Appleton, Wisconsin, facility.
Laabs had served as the
site’s interim general manager since April 2009.
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copter S-100 will be leased for
comprehensive experimental
trials in France by the French
Army as well as trials at a
non-European location, and on
behalf of the French Navy at a
navy base.

ary 2010 to Religare Voyages
Limited, a charter company.

CIVIL AVIATION

Sikorsky, Tata JV to produce
aerospace components
Sikorsky Aircraft Corp. and
Tata Advanced Systems
Limited (TASL) have entered
a joint venture (JV) to manufacture aerospace components
for Sikorsky in India, including
components for S-92 helicopter cabins. The cabin assembly
contract signed in June 2009
has led to ongoing construction in Hyderabad where TASL
will assemble S-92 helicopter
cabins from 2010.

Asia-Pacific
Type Certification for
Dassault’s Falcon 7X
Dassault Falcon has received
Type Certification for the
Falcon 7X from the Director
General of Civil Aviation in
India, thereby allowing registration of the aircraft in the
country. The first Falcon 7X in
India will be delivered in Janu-

INDUSTRY
Asia-Pacific

QUEST GLOBAL LAUNCHES THE BELGAUM SEZ
On November 14, a
300-acre India’s first
aerospace
Special
Economic Zone (SEZ)
of QuEST Global at
Belgaum was formally unveiled by the
Minister of Civil Aviation, Praful Patel, and
the Chief Minister of
Karnataka, B.S. Yeddyurappa. Reputed as a global aerospace engineering and manufacturing major, QuEST Global will offer at its new facility complete
‘design-to-build’ services, enabling an end-to-end aerospace supply chain ecosystem. The company looks at establishing partnerships to bridge the capability gaps in the aerospace industry and to
provide ‘built-to-suit’ facility for the aerospace industry suppliers.
The SEZ is focused towards providing world class infrastructure
with major focus on aerospace industries. An initial investment of
Rs 150 crore has already been made in this SEZ.
“Bangalore is a hub-centre for the Indian aerospace industry and now QuEST Global SEZ in Belgaum has opened fresh
avenues for foreign investment in the manufacturing space as
well,” the Chief Minister said. Addressing the gathering, Patel
said: “The Indian aviation industry is on a path of steady growth.
We fully support the vision of QuEST Global, who have displayed
their commitment towards the economic growth of the nation.”
“We at QuEST Global had envisioned setting up India’s first
aerospace precision engineering and manufacturing ecosystem
that will create more than 7,000 jobs and infuse $500 million (Rs
2,310 crore) to the economy in the coming decade,” said Aravind
Melligeri, Co-founder and Chairman, QuEST Global. “This ecosystem at SEZ will provide an ideal platform to help our customers and partners to discharge their offset obligations.” The SEZ
currently houses facilities for engineering services, precision
machining, sheet metal work within the Aerospace Processing
India (API) unit. A joint venture with Magellan Aerospace, the
API functions as an independent company providing approved
aerospace treatments not readily available in India. •
—By Our Special Correspondent
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QuickRoundUp
NAVAIR
• NAVAIR has delivered four Mi-17
helicopters to the Afghan National
Army Air Corps in Kabul, Afghanistan
just 65 days after the order was
placed. The four Mi-17s will provide
combat airlift, logistical and medical
evacuation support to Afghan forces
and government officials.
RSAF
• The Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF) detachment which is
training on its latest fighter aircraft,
the F-15SG in the US, was formally
inaugurated, marking a milestone
in the RSAF’s development of its
advanced fighter capabilities.
Singapore being a small country
routinely conducts training and
exercises abroad and at times they
are allowed to develop infrastructure
for the same. India has also been
assisting them in the past
RAFALE
• The French Ministerial Committee
on Investments has approved an
order for 60 Rafale combat aircraft
for the navy and air force which
brings to 180 the number of Rafales
on order. As provided for in the
multi-year military planning law, the
delivery dates of the aircraft will be
adjusted as necessary to accommodate export contracts. The aircraft
will be delivered with the new active
antenna radar and enhanced selfprotection suite.
RAYTHEON
• Raytheon Company moved
closer to its first international sale of
Raytheon Advanced Combat Radar
(RACR) following approval for the
company to move forward with technical discussions with at least two
potential customers. Both countries
are looking to upgrade their F-16
fleets within the next two years. RACR
is designed for all F-16s and is approved for export and is on schedule
to fly production hardware on an F-16
during the first half of 2010.
ROLLS-ROYCE
• Rolls-Royce has won an order for
Trent 700 engines to power 20 Air
China Airbus A330 aircraft. The contract includes long-term TotalCareâ
service support. The aircraft, to be
www.spsaviation.net
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SHOW CALENDAR
9 December – 10 December
AIRBORNE EARLY
WARNING AND BATTLE
MANAGEMENT
Okura Hotel, Amsterdam
URL: www.defenceiq.com
14 December – 16 December
ATC MIDDLE EAST 2009
Hilton International, Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
URL: www.atcglobalme.com
10 January –14 January
AAAE ANNUAL AVIATION
ISSUES CONFERENCE
The Westin Resort and Spa,
Maui, Hawaii
www.aaae.org
27 January – 28 January
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Crowne Plaza, 19 New Bridge
Road (The City), London,
United Kingdom
URL: www.smi-online.co.uk
27 January – 29 January
NBAA SCHEDULERS AND
DISPATCHERS CONFERENCE
Henry B. Gonzalez Conference
Center, San Antonio, Texas
www.nbaa.org
27 January – 30 January
AEROEXPO MARRAKECH
Menara Airport,
Marrakech, Morocco
www.aeroexpo-morocco.com
2 February –7 February
SINGAPORE AIRSHOW
Changi Exhibition Centre,
Singapore
www.singaporeairshow.com.sg
2 February – 4 February
US AIR FORCE T&E DAYS
2010
Gaylord Opryland Hotel,
Nashville, Tennessee, USA
URL: www.aiaa.org
10 February
PRECISION STRIKE WINTER
ROUNDTABLE AND WILLIAM
J. PERRY AWARD CEREMONY
Gateway Crystal Gateway,
Arlington, VA, USA
URL: www.precisionstrike.org

Europe
Dassault cut Rafale price
by 40 per cent in Brazil
French aircraft manufacturer

QuickRoundUp

NO NEED TO BE UNDERCONFIDENT
ABOUT CHINA, SAYS IAF CHIEF
Seeking to quell apprehensions voiced by
the media on security issues, Chief of the
Air Staff (CAS) Air Chief Marshal P.V. Naik
said: “Your army, navy and air force will
look after the interests of the country. You
(media) do not worry about it and do not
make others worry about it.” The visibly
peeved Indian Air Force (IAF) chief was
addressing the media on the sidelines of
the 49th Indian Aerospace Medicine Conference held at the Air Force Auditorium
in Subroto Park from November 13 to 15.
Downplaying China’s sale of fighter jets to Pakistan, Naik said
there was no need to be “under confident” with respect to China.
“When two sovereign countries (China and Pakistan) interact, there
is no scope for a third country. It is up to them (China) to sell it...
Why are you so underconfident? Our country is strong enough.” In
his inaugural address, the CAS said technology had exponentially
expanded the boundaries of the aerospace environment, creating
new demands on human performance. He stressed that understanding the interface between the many disciplines that constitute
aerospace medicine and preparing air crew for the increasing complexity of the operational environment is the greatest challenge.
Air Marshal P. Madhusoodanan, Director General Medical Service (DGMS)–Air and President of the Indian Society of Aerospace
Medicine stated that the speciality of aerospace medicine has grown
in consonance with the strides being made in the field of aviation.
He endorsed that in the complex environment of the highly sophisticated aircraft, it is of utmost importance to train aviators to face
both physiological and psychological stress. Various technical sessions during the three days of the conference debated upon topics
like oxygen management, casualty evacuation, spatial disorientation, challenges in human flight beyond atmosphere, air crew selection, in-flight hypoxia, flight stress and fatigue in cockpit. A scientific
exhibition was inaugurated by Madhubaala Naik, President of the
Air Force Wives Welfare Association during the conference. •
—By Sangeeta Saxena

Dassault Aviation has cut the
price of its Rafale fighter jet
by 40 per cent to boost the
chances of selling 36 to the
Brazilian Air Force. Dassault complied with French
President Nicolas Sarkozy’s
wishes, after he committed
to getting the price of the
Rafale down during his visit
to Brazil in September. The
Rafale is competing against
Boeing’s F-18 Super Hornet
and Saab’s Gripen NG.

SPACE
Asia-Pacific
TAAL achieves another
milestone
On October 29, Taneja Aerospace and Aviation Limited
(TAAL) achieved a major milestone by formally delivering a

major aerospace structural
assembly to Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC).
The handing over ceremony
conducted at TAAL premises
in Hosur, near Bangalore, was
witnessed by a number of
dignitaries including eminent
scientists from the Indian
Space Research Organisation.
There are nine different assemblies being manufactured
by TAAL for VSSC for use on
GSLV and PSLV space launch
vehicles. The assemblies were
also used in the prestigious
Chandrayaan-I launch. •

delivered from 2011, will take Air
China’s Rolls-Royce powered A330
fleet to a total of 43. In China, the
Trent 700 has now been selected
fourteen times by nine customers to
power a total of 178 A330s in service
or on order.
• Rolls-Royce has announced that
the Ethiopian Airlines has ordered
Trent XWB engines. This order takes
sales of the Trent XWB, the fastestselling Trent engine, past 1,000. The
engines, the first Trent purchase by
the airline, will power 12 Airbus A350
XWB aircraft, with entry into service
beginning in 2017.
SOUTH AFRICA
• The South African Cabinet has
decided to terminate the contract
to purchase eight A400 Airbus
strategic lift aircraft. This decision
follows a review of the contract by
the Ministries of Defence and Military
Veterans, Finance, Trade and Industry,
Science and Technology and Public
Enterprises. The termination of the
contract is due to extensive cost
escalation and the supplier’s failure
to deliver the aircraft within the
stipulated timeframes.
US
• To reduce reliance on military
specification products, simplify the
fuel supply chain and save money,
USAF Petroleum Agency researchers will conduct demonstrations to
use commercially available jet fuel
instead of military standard JP-8 fuel.
• The US government has executed
separate Letters of Offer and Acceptance with three of its key allies
to purchase Raytheon Company’s
AIM-120C-7 Advanced Medium Range
Air-to-Air Missile. The three countries
are Kuwait, Morocco and Jordan. They
will receive an undisclosed quantity
of missiles for use in both air-to-air
and air defense missions. AMRAAM
has more than 1.7 million captivecarry hours and more than 2,400
live firings.
• US’ Defense Security Cooperation Agency has notified Congress
of a possible Foreign Military Sale
to Italy of two unarmed MQ-9
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, one
Mobile Ground Control Station and
associated parts, equipment and
logistical support.
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A

N UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV) on its maiden test
flight hit a coconut tree and
crashed near Hosur in Tamil
Nadu on November 16. The remote-controlled aerial vehicle developed by Aeronautical Development Establishment
(ADE) was operating from the airstrip
belonging to Taneja Aerospace and Aviation Limited at Belagondapalli village
near Hosur, 40 km south of Bangalore.
The UAV had been airborne for just 21
seconds when it impacted a coconut tree
and crashed into a farm. Fortunately,
there was no casualty on the ground but
the aircraft was totally destroyed. As is
usually the case, failures of indigenous
programmes generate considerable media interest and excitement.
The remote-controlled aerial vehicle that ploughed into the ground soon
after take off probably due to a snag
in the remote control mechanism was
a ‘Technology Demonstrator’; a scaled
down version of the Rustom UAV built
for the initial phase of the flight research
programme meant for proving technologies. Classified as a Medium Altitude
Long Endurance UAV, the Rustom has
been named after Professor Rustom B.
Damania of National Aeronautics Laboratory who in the 1980s had designed
the manned experimental Light Canard
Research Aircraft (LCRA). The airframe
of the Rustom developed by ADE Bangalore is a derivative of the LCRA and
hence, the name.
Rustom is the successor of the Nishant, the first UAV from ADE to have
been inducted into the Indian Army.
Compared to the Nishant, the scaled up
version of the Rustom would be much
larger in size, approximating to the
Israeli Heron and would have the capability to operate at 30,000 ft above
mean sea level. It is expected to have
an endurance of up to 24 hours. However, with the possible development of
in flight ‘buddy refueling’ capability,
which is very much on the cards and
could be made available to India in not
40
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too distant a future, the vehicle would be
endowed with infinite endurance and
would not need to land for days, weeks
or even months. With such a potential,
unmanned aerial platforms could provide the Indian armed forces a quantum
jump in aerial surveillance and intelligence gathering capability.
Deviating from the routine, wherein
proven technology is transferred to a
production agency, in this case, ADE,
which is essentially a design agency, had
around three years ago, invited proposals from leading Indian aerospace companies both in the public and private
sector. The aim was to select an aerospace company which could join hands
as production agency-cum-development
partner with sizeable financial stake in
this Rs 1,000 crore ($200 million) venture for series production of the Rustom
and delivery to the customer by January
2012. The partner selected would have
to possess or develop the necessary infrastructure, expertise and experience
as also would be expected to participate
in the design and development phase.
Major players who stepped forward to
join the race are Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited jointly with Bharat Electronics Limited, Larsen & Toubro, Godrej &
Boyce and the Tatas. Given the size of
investments involved, especially by the
private sector, it would be reasonable
to assume that ADE would be looking
for a firm commitment from customers
which, in this case, would be the armed
forces of India. It is not known whether
there is any.
For some reason, the issue of selection of a partner has been hanging fire
for a long time, since March 2007 to be
precise. Proposals from the Indian aerospace majors are believed to be still under evaluation at the Ministry of Defence.
Meanwhile, ADE is going ahead with the
development programme commenced
over four years ago, virtually depriving
the potential partner of the opportunity
to participate in the development of the
vehicle and reducing lead time for the

The rather
unfortunate crash
of the Rustom
Technology
Demonstrator
during its maiden
ﬂight would
undoubtedly be
a setback for the
Indian aerospace
industry
creation of infrastructure. The inordinate delay in the selection of a partner
will eventually impinge on the progress
of the overall programme itself leaving
the armed forces to explore alternatives
from abroad.
Coming a few months after a major
disaster involving the ill-fated Saras, the
rather unfortunate crash of the Rustom
Technology Demonstrator during its
maiden flight would undoubtedly be a
setback not only for the ADE but the
Indian aerospace industry as a whole.
However, failures in the development
phase of aerial vehicles are not uncommon and more so in the regime of
unmanned flying machines. While the
investigating agency will delve into the
circumstances of the accident and collate evidence to establish the precise
cause of the accident, ADE would do
well to learn the right lessons from the
episode to move ahead with renewed
determination and vigour. SP
— Air Marshal (Retd) B.K. Pandey
www.spsaviation.net
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